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X O a person whose happy
i dihgence and bright smiles have al'
ways made the Post Office doubly at-
tractive, and whose friendship we
value, we dedicate this, the(l9')l Vir; (^
GiNiAN: Mrs. Margaret Qqx.
^ and view
OIN uSIirL-a^ourney to Longwood,
through these pages the work and
play, the ordinary and the special events, and
the friendly spirit which have endeared our
college to every student. It is our hope that
we have depicted our life here as it is.
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The rush to classes, the bustle in the Post Office,
the scramble to those meetings—how typical are these
to all Longwood! But no matter how hurried we are
e, there always seems to be time to pause for a
Idly chat and a warm smile.
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DR. DABNEY S. LANCASTER
President of the College
;4 %e44^^
iTOR live years it has been my privilege to serve Longwood College.
I feel a deep sense of gratitude for the opportunity that has been mine to work for
the advancement of the institution in order that it may be of maximum service to Vif
ginia. The greatest satisfaction that has come to me has been the friendship of the stu-
dents and their appreciation for the things that have been done to improve their oppor'
tunities and to add to their happiness.
I welcome this privilege to extend to each one of you my affectionate greetings and
my good wishes for the years ahead.
Dabney S. Lancaster
William W. Sav.\ge
Tyean of the College
Miss Ruth Gleaves
Dean of Women
FACULTY
LUCY GORDON ADAMS
B.S., MA.
Profei^sor of Education
and Principal of Farmville
Elementary School
ANNE IRVING ARMSTRONG
B.S., B.S. in L.S.
Assistant Librarian and
Instructor in Library Science
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EMILY BARKSDALE
B.A., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Modern Languages
VERA F. BARON
B.S.
Instructor in Biology
VIRGINIA BrmoKP
B S , MA
Associate Professoi ul Art
MADELEINE BIGOT
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Assistant Professor of Physical
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ALICE C. CARTER
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Education
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B.S.
Assistant Professor of Music
EVELYN M. COLEMAN
Secretary to the Dean
KATHLEEN G COVER
B.A., M.A.
Regional Supervisor of
Guidance
MARGARET G. COX
Postmistress and Manager of
Bookroom
M. BOYD COYNER
B A., M.A.
Professor of Education
FACULTY
RUTH H CO\NER
Alumnae ^e^rttaiN
MARY FRANCES
CROMWELL
B.S., MA.
Assistant Professor of
Education
MILDRED D DAVIS HELEN DRAPER
B S U \ B.S., MA.
Assistant Professor ot English Professor of Modern Languages
CAROLINE EASTHAM
College Hostess
lOEL K EBERSOLE
BS
Assistant In^trut.toi in Music
NANCY FOSTER
B A , MA
Assistant Professor of English
R\^ \10\L) H 1RF\( H
B S MS
A-soLiate Prolcsvoi oi
Chemistry and Physics
SAMUEL L. GRAHAM
Business Manager
CYNTHIA 2. GREEN
College Hostess
MARGARET SPRUNT HALL
B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor of
Home Economics
WINNIE V. HINER
Treasurer
FACULTY
GENEVIEVE B. V. OLIVE T. ILER
HOLLADAY B.S., M.A.
College Hostess Associate Professor of
Physical Education
i
GEORGE W.
B.S., M.A.,
Professor of
JEFFERS
Ph.D.
Biology
MARTHA H. JENKINS
B.S.
Instructor in Library Science
LUCILE lENNINGS
B.S.: M.S.
Associate Professor of English
BESSIE H JETER
BS, MS
Associate Piofe.sor ol
Home Economics
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EDGAR M. JOHNSON WALTER J. KERFOOT EMILY K L-\NDRUM MERLE L. LANDRUM
B.A., B.D., M.A., D.Ed. B.S. BS, MA B.S., M.A., D.Ed.
Associate Professor of Assistant Instructor in Music Associate Piofe soi ot Professor of Business
Education and Director of the Physical Education Education
Bureau of Teaching Materials
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CHARLES F. LANE lANICE SPEER LEMEN HALLIE McCRAW THOMAS A. McCORKLE
A.B., M.S. B.S., M.A B.S., M.A. B.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of Regional Supervisor of Art Assistant Professor of Professor of Chemistry
Geography Education and Physics
JOHN W. MOLNAR
B.Mus., B.Sc, M Ed., D.Ed.
Professor of Mu^ic
RAY A. MOORE
B.A., M.D.
Colle!;e Physician
FACULTY
C. G. GORDON MOSS
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of History and
Social Science
NORMAN O. MYERS
B.S., Ed.M.
Associate Professor of
Business Education
MARY NICHOLS
B.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of English
JESSIE A. PATTERSON
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of Music
JOSEPHINE PHILLIPS
B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics
FLORENCE R.
RICHARDSON
Assistant in the Business
OiEce
M. BEVERLEY RUFFIN
B.A., B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Librarian and Profersor of
Library Science
MARVIN W. SCHLEGEL
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor ol History
and Social Science
D. C. SNEAD
B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Business Education
ELIZABETH VENABLE
SPINDLER
Bureau of Teaching
Materials
FERN E. STAGGS
B.S, M.A.
Professor of Home Economics
FLORENCE H. STUBBS
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of
History and Social Studies
FACULTY
ETHEL SUTHERLAND
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
FLOYD F SWERTFEGER
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Education
MARION C. TERRY
B.A., M.S.
Assistant Librarian and
Assistant Professor of Library
Science
GWEN TIBBS
Assistant Dean of Women
KATE G. TRENT
B.S.. MA.
Assistant Professor of
Education
KATHERINE TUPPER
B.S., M.A.
Professor of Home Economics
VIRGINIA WALL
Assistant Registrar
MARY W. WATKINS
Executive Secretary
ALICE C. WYNNE
B.A., B.S.Sci., MA.
As.sociate Professor of
Business Education
JOHN P. WYNNE
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Education and
Philosophy and Director of
Teacher Education
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Senior History
"Dear Fdrmvillc, Longwood C.
Four years icc'i'C spent int/i thee
—
"
1 ES, four wonderful years of
college life. We've made lasting friend-
ships among the faculty as well as ari'ong
the students. We've seen new vistas open
up for us as we climbed the ladder of edu-
cation. Each rung of the ladder furnished
us with remembrances of many joys and a
few hoped-to-be-forgotten sorrows. The last
rung, our senior year, was our most mem-
orable one. September arrived and found
us teaching the freshmen and new students
the rules and regulations oi our school,
which we had learned and respected for
so long. Before we knew it, we were meet-
ing in the Senior Rec to elect as our Cir-
cus Chairman and Queen our Betsy Wil-
son. After a mad scramble for pyramids,
sphinxes, and mummies, we presented our
final Circus skit, "A Night in Cleopatra's
Court." How are you fixed for a record of
winning four straight years? . . . Second
place, that is.
The night before Christmas, and all
through the dorm not a creature was stir-
ring. They had all gone to the senior dance.
With Jackie Moody as our chairman and
Ann Nock as our honorary classman, we
participated in our last class dance.
Again we assembled in the Rec to prac-
tice—this time for the song contest, which
we won for the third straight year, thanks
to Ann Burnette and Virginia Spencer.
To Dr. Brumfield, our friend and ad-
viser for four short years, go our heartfelt
thanks. We'll never forget Betsy Gravely,
our president, who has guided us through
the last three years at school, and our
other officers: Jackie Moody, vice-presi-
dent: Betty Jones, secretary; Ann Burnette,
treasurer.
Senior Officers
Betsy Gravely..
J.^CKiE Moody..,
President Betty Jones..- Secretary
.Vice-President Ann Burnette... Treasurer
Left to right; Ann Burnette, Jackie Muody. Or, Bninilicid, Betsy Gravely, Betty Jones
MARY MAXWELL AGREE
Farham
B.S. Business Education
ANDREA JOAN ADAMS JOYCE BROADDUS ADAMS
Charlottesville Richmond
B.S. Elementar\ Education B.S. Elementary Education
HELEN M.AcLEAN AGNEW
Burkeville
B.A. Encrhsh
MARTHA BOLLINC ATKINSON
MeKinncy
B.S History
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SHIRLEY LEE ATKINSON
Cumberland
B.S. Businest< Education
GEORGIA LOUISE BAILEY
Brookneal
B.S. Mathematics
BETTY LOIS BAKER
Boiling Road
B.A. Spamsh
BILLIE JANE BARBER
Accomac
B.A. English
HILDA MARIE BAUSERMAN
Luray
B.S. Mathematics
ALLIE BRYANT BEALE
Branchville
3,S. E.leinentary Education
IS
ALMA BEDINGER
Norfolk
B.S. Mathematics
THE VI RGINIAN
SENIORS
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ANN CAREY BIDDLECOMB SHIRLEY VIRGINIA BLOXTON
Lilian
B.S. Physical education
Norfolk
l.S. History
CLAUDIA PAULETTE
BRADSHAW
Rice
B.S. Elementary Education
MARGARET SUE BREWBAKER DOROTHY M. BRISENTINE
Roanoke Prospect
B.S. Physical Education B.S. Home Economics
PEGGY LEE BRYANT
Hampton
B.S. Elementary Educatic
IRENE BUNTING
Roanoke
'.S. Elementary Education
ANN McGUIRE BURNETTE
Farmville
B-S. Mathematics
HARRIET ROLLING
BUTTERWORTH
Richmond
B.S. Business Education
RIVERA DENNISE CALVC) MILDRED CATHERINE CARTER
Mayague;, Puerto Rico Sutherlin
BS. Phxsical Education B.S. Historx, Social Studies
ANN SHIRLEY CLARKE
Petersburg
B.S. Elementarx Education
THE VIRGIN IAN
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SENIORS
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HELEN L. CONNELLY
Blacksburg
i.S. Elevieinarv Education
JOHN RANDALL COOK
Crewe
B.S. Eriahsh
MARY FRANCES CREGER
Roanoke
B.S. Biology-
MINTA HOPKINS CRITZER MARY MINTER CROWDER SARAH NEFF DICKERSON
Pulaski Blackstone Pamplin
B.S. Eky-nentary Education B.S. Business Education B.S. Busine.ss Education
JUNE MARIE DIVERS
Norfolk
B.A. Histoiv, Latin
EDITH FRANCES DUMA
Portsmouth
B.A^ LaUn. Engluh
DOROTHY ANNE DUNFORD
Richmond
B.S. Enelisli
EDITH VIRGINIA DUVALL HELEN WILLIAMSON EGERTON
Hoadly Frcdencksburij
B.S. Mathematics .S. Physical Education
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VV. SHAPARD ELMORE
Alhcrta
B.S. Chcmistr\
THE VIRGINIAN
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MILDRED LIVINGSTON EVANS FRANCES BURTON EVERETT JEANNE LIVINGSTON FARMER
Halifax Bon Air Newport News
B.S. Business Edncauon B.S. History B.S. Pliv.'^icdl Education
EVELYN FARRIER
New Castlc
I.S. Home Economics
JUNE FOREMEN
St, Bndcs
B.S. Elementary Education
NANCYE LOUISE GILLIE
Danville
B.S. Physical Education
RUTH E. GILLS
BallsviUe
I S. Bu.snie.ss Edncatjon
JEANNE MARIE OILMAN
Dumfries
B.S. Art
BETSY GRAVELY
Martinsville
I.S. Phxxiciil Echtcation
HARRIET GUTTERMAN
Norfolk
B.A. Eng,hsh
H. JOYCE HAMLET
Phenix
B.S. Biology
FRAN HARPER
Dry Fork
B.S. Mu.s'ic
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RENA MAE HAYES
Norfolk
ELSIE HAWLEY
Thaxton
NELLIE ESTELLE HAF.T
Emporia
B.S. Eleinentar\ Education B.S. History, Soaal Science B.S. Elementary Education
NANCY DILLARD HENDERSON MARIAN VIRGINIA HIGGS ELOISE DEVIERS HODGES
Arrington Toano Covington
B.S. Home Economics B.S. Physica] Education B.S. Elementary Education
PEGGY DEE HOOVER
Portsmouth
B.S. Music
GERALDINE HUCKSTEP
Gashurg
B.S. Business Education
BEE JOHNSON
Mountain City, Tennessee
B.S. Eno],sh
MARY ELIZABETH JOHNSON
Crewe
B.S. Elementary Edticdtion
BETTY J. JONES
Suffolk
i.S. Busnie.5S Educdtion
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CHARLOTTE KING JONES
Salem
B.A. En<ihsh
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CHARLOTTE S. JONES ANNE DARDEN JOYNER MARGARET PAGE JOYNER
Pctcrshurs Suffolk Zuni
B.S. Elementarx Education i.S. History BS. Enghsh
ANN LITCHFORD KEMP MARTHA DALTON KITCHEN LILLIE VIRGINIA LANKFORD
Richmcmd Suffolk Jarratt
B.S. Business Education B.S. English B.S. Eiemenlary Education
HILDA ELLEN LEWIS
Newport News
I.S. Physical Education, Biology
ANNE LYNCH
Tancwell
B.S. PliYSictil Educatwn
JANE HUNTER LYON
Holden, West Virginia
B.S, Home Economics
JO ANN McCOMBS
Fieldale
i.S Home Economics
MARY ANNE MeMULLAN
Rapidan
B.A. Historv
ELIZABETH IRBY MeREE
RiehmonJ
B.S. Eleinentar\< Education
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ROMINE C. MAHOOD
Emporia
B.S. Physical Education
JESSIE JOYCE MATTOX
Wavcrly
B.S. Music
MARY LEIGH MEREDITH
Front Royal
B.S. Biology
MARGARET ROBERTSON
MILROY
Blackstone
B.S. Home Economics
DONA FRANCES MINTER JACQUELINE MOODY
Axton
B.S. Business Education
Toano
lS. Biisjncss Edi^cation
FRANCES GERALDINE NEWMAN
South Hill
B.S. Business Education
ANNE L. NORMAN
Chatham
B S. Biology
JAMES EDWARD ORANGE
Farmville
B.S. Business Education
MARY REDMEN PALMER
Tidwells
B.S. Elementar\ Education
PEGGY AILEENE PEERY
Ta:cwcll
B.S Business Education
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HELEN VIRGINIA PETTS
Pounding Mill
B.S. History
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SENIORS
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VIRGILIA PIFER
Winchester
B.S. History
EMMA MAE PITTARD
Buffalo Junction
B.S. Biolooy
LUCILE ROBINSON POLLARD
Richmond
B.S. Elevientarv Education
POLLY HAWKINS POWERS
Hopewell
B.S. Social Science
MINNIE D. PRIDGEN
Charlotte Court House
B.S. Physical Education
GLORIA JANIS REID
Lynnhaven
B.S. Biolog^i
JUNE RITCHIE
Grcssitt
BS. Biology
SHIRLEY GRACE ROBERTS
Holland
BS Bnsi7ieis Education
EDNA B. RODRIQUEZ
Ponce, Puerto Rico
BS Biisniess Education
BERMAN M. SCOTT
Farmville
i.S. Business EducatJO'
MYRTLE JEANETTE SEWARD
Elberon
B.S. Home Eco7iomics
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LEONARD B. SHAW
Richmond
B.S. Chemistry
THE VIRGINIAN
SENIORS
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MARGARET ANN SHELTON
Lynchburg
B.S. Elementary Education
LESTER HAMILL
SMALLWOOD, JR.
Boydton
B.S. Mathematics
ELLA SUE SMITH
Crewe
B.S. Home Economics
HELEN CARTMELL SMITH
Amherst
B.S. Elementary Education
JEAN M. SMITH
Pearishurg
B.A. Enelish
MARY BROWNLEY SMITH
Franklin
B.S. Elementary Education
SALLY ANN SMITH
Saxe
B.S. E(t.'7iieiitarv £diicati07t
VIRGINIA SPENCER
Scottsville
B.A. Sociolooy
MARY JANE STANSBURY
Richmond
B.S. Elementar\ Education
DONNA JUNE STAPLES CATHERINE LaVERNE STEVENS
Richmond Portsmouth
B.S. Elementary Education B.A. English, French
IRIS DAWN SUTPHIN
Pulaski
B.S. Business Education
THE VIRGINIAN
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HATTIE IRENE JANE SWJHART H. KATHRYN TERRY
Annapolis, Maryland Paces
B.A. Art, Spanish B.S. Mathematics, Chemistry
MARY CURTIS THOMAS
Chic.igo, Illinois
B.S Eletnentary Educatioyi
GRACE ADAIR THOMPSON ISAAC VELAZQUEZ BARTOLI
Kcnhridgc Ponce, Puerto Rico
;.S. Htstor- B.S Physical Education
EDITH G. WALKER
Bellamy Post Office
i.S. Psychology, Philosophy
PATRICIA LEE WALKER
Pcnrishurg
B.S. Business Education
JEAN CARTER WATKINS
Emporia
B.S. Music
VIRGINIA CARTER WESTBROOK FAYE WRENN WHITE
Richmond Bassett
B.A. Music B.S. Hojtie £ciJ7io)nic-s
3C
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CHARLOTTE WILLIAMS ROBERT HUNTER WILLIAMS
Richmond Clifton Forge
B.A. English B.S. History
ELIZABETH WARNER WILSON BILLIE MARIE WOOD
Hopewell Portsmouth
B.A. EnsJish B.S. Elementary Educafion
Junior History
H,-EADS and hearts high, the
juniors look back upon dreams come true.
Yes, we were the mighty juniors, now in
Cunningham Hall, now breathless at the
prospect of many added privileges. With
"Tippy Toe" and "Happy Easter" mother-
ing us, we gained a feeling of belonging.
And when the new freshmen came in,
we were happy. What a bunch of Red 'n
Whites this College sports! We were
proved right when our freshman sisters
took first in A K G circus, an almost un-
heard of achievement. We pushed our
colors to the top when at the end of the
Color Rush, the Red 'n White banner was
hung m our honor.
We went home for turkey and all the
trimmings, then back to three weeks of
classes and senior dance. Christmas was
here, a super vacation for everyone. Even
though coming back meant exams, we were
ready to get together with the favorite
present—a ukelele.
Like a rocket taking olf for the stars, we
juniors soared into 1951. Our dance was
a thrill to plan for. The Virginians pro-
vided "Stardust" for our lovely Queen of
Hearts and her attendants. It was a dance
"ne'er to be forgot," ending with a party
at Longwood House. What a good feel-
ing we had when Charlie Hop told us that
our $142 put the Longwood March of
Dimes drive on top!
When May Day arrived, there stood
three of '52's beauties: Anne, Jean and
Frances. Proud? Yes! The pageant and
dance were a wonderful way to end the
year. A farewell party said goodby to our
seniors, and we were off for home and the
beach, looking forward to the year to come.
Junior Officers
Jean Ridenour ^^President
Betty Scott Borkey Vice-President
Inez Hughes Secretary
Becky M.\nn Treasurer
Left to right: Mann, Hughes, Ridenou Schlegel, Borkey
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JUNIORS
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INA JANE ALLEN
Amelia
LOIS MARIE ASH
Perrin
BETTY W. BAILEY
Newsoms
ELSIE MAE BAKER
Surry
FLORA ALICE BALLOWE
Farmville
BETTY BARNES
Norfolk
MARIAN BECKNER
Lynchburg
MILDRED BLESSING
Tazewell
DRUCILLA BOLTON
Fincastle
BETTY SCOTT BORKEY
Bowling Green
SARA LUCILLE BRADSHAW
Rice
MARY BRAME
Chase City
SALLY BETH BRICKMAN
Roanoke
MILDRED H. BRIGHT
Swoope
BOBBIE B. BROWN
Lynchburg
VERA MARIE BRYANT
Boykms
VIVIAN PAIGE BUNN
Newsoms
BETTY CAMPBELL
Glasgow
DOT CASSADA
South Boston
MARY CRAWFORD
Richmond
SARA CREGER
Roanoke
CLARA RUTH CULLIP
Damascus
NELL VIRGINIA DALTON
Red Oak
CHRISTINE DAVIS
Branchville
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RAMONA JEAN DILLARD
Danville
SHIRLEY GROGAN DUNCAN
Danville
JUANITA B. EDWARDS
Norfolk
JEAN ELLIOTT
South Boston
BRANCHY FRISTOE
Bentonvillc
LAURALEE FRITTS
Ninevah
NANCY ADAMS GARBEE
Lynchburg
MILDRED ELIZABETH
Chase City GARNETT
BONNIE L, GERRELLS
Danville
NORMA GLADDING
Mears
DOROTHY ANN GREGORY
Skipwith
EDITH GOFF
Grundy
SARAH ANN GRAHAM
Farmville
ANN HARDING
Emporia
BETTY LOU HARMAN
Tazewell
EMMA BIBB HARRIS
Lynchburg
PEGGY ANN HARRIS
Emporia
ALBERTA HAWLEY
Thaxton
DOLORES HOBACK
Wytheville
MARJORIE HOOD
Norfolk
INEZ HUGHES
Mullens, West Virginia
lOYE HUMPHREYS
West Point
LUCYLE HUMPHRIES
Culpeper
MARIA JACKSON
Lexington
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MARY MOORE KARR
Roanoke
EDITH KENNON
Gordonsville
JERLINE ADELL KORBACH
Norfolk
NINA RUTH LACY
Farmville
ANN DINSMORE LAMB
Warsaw
ANNE ROWLETTE
Portsmouth LAWRENCE
SHIRLEY LIVESAY
Emporia
CAROLYN LUSK
Galax
MADISON P. McCLINTIC
Farmville
KATHARINE MOIR McCREADY
Stuart
REBECCA MANN
Cypress Chapel
MARTY MILLER
Front Royal
IDA MARIE MIMS
Roanoke
JOAN MISSIMER
Farmville
ANN LANGSTON MOODY
Glen Allen
LUCY JANE B. MORTON
Farmville
ANNE CARTER MOSELEY
Roanoke
ANNE M. MOTLEY
Sharps
WINNIE MURDOCK
Roanoke
SUE NELSON
Modest Town
ANNE OAKLEY
Danville
CAROLYN STOKES OVERBEY
Danville
ELSIE RAE PAGE
Crewe
NANCY FARRAR PARK
Boydcon
THE VIRGINIAN
LUCY JANE PERKINSON
Danv.lle
RACHAEL PETERS
Moneta
ERMA POARCH
Emporia
GAY REYNOLDS POWER
Sycamore
ALMA JO PRICE
Martinsville
JOAN PRICHETT
Bluefield, West Virginia
FRANCES ANNE RAMSEY
Madisonville
CONWAY RICE
Fishersville
BUNNIE D. RICKS
Waynerboro
JEAN GRAHAM RIDENOUR
Richmond
OLGA RODRIQUEZ
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
ANNE MARIE ROSSON
Trevilians
MARY JULIA ROWE
Charlotte Court House
ILLENE O. RUSSELL
Winchester
MAY HENRY SADLER
Tazewell
NORMA JEAN SAUNDERS
Crewe
GLADYS SAVEDGE
Surry
MARY JO SMITH
Portsmouth
MARY FRANCES SPURLOCK
Meherrin
M. ETHEL STRAW
Brookneal
FRANCES G. STRINGFELLOW
Cheriton
FRANCES THOMAS
Roanoke
MARGARET GWYNN THOMAS
Atlce
CATHERINE YEOMAN TOXEY
Norfolk
in[:i
JUNIORS
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KATHRYN LOUISE TRINKLE
Dublin
MARY PAT TUGGLE
Wythevillc
FRANCES E. TURNER
Chcnton
MARGARET TURNER
Louisa
NANCY WALKER
Briftol
NANCY ALICE WALTHALL
Alberta
PATRICIA ANN GRAY
Roanoke WARNER
MAXINE WATTS
Lexington
ELEANOR NATALIE WEDDLE
Roanoke
DOLLIE WELLS
Schooliield
FRANCES WALKER WILLIAMS
Blackstone
MARTHA ALICE WILSON
Farmville
PEGGY W. WILSON
Warsaw
NANCY LEE WOOD
Lovingston
VIRGINIA DARE WOODY
Baskerville
JO ANN YOW
West Point
JOSEPHINE L. ZITTA
Petersburg
Sophomore History
"Mighty Sophomores!'-
That's what we said as we entered Long'
wood for our second year. "It's oood to be
back," and 'Tve missed you all so much,"
were the familiar words we heard from
everyone. Anne.x and Student rang with
singing and laughter our first night back,
but then classes started.
October came—Rat Day—and this time
we were on the giving end. Did we have
fun! As always when the day ended, we
felt as if we were the "Rats" and not the
"Ratters." After Rat Day our thoughts
turned to Circus. We worked hard under
the leadership of our co-chairmen, Barbara
Caskey and Virginia McLean. We used
as our theme, "Carnival."
Christmas came and more fun! "Charlie
Hop" gave us a wonderful party. Oh yes,
we mustn't forget how pretty the Annex
Snow Queen looks. "Steck" was really in
there!
After the holidays we settled down to
present our Production, which was a great
success. Our co'chairmen, Joan Steck and
Barbara Caskey, worked hard to make it
so. We presented sketches from four record
albums: "The Mikado," "The Wizard of
Oz," "Dance Fantasy" and "Showboat."
Oh yes. Spike Jones and his City Slickers
were there too.
May Day was the next event of the year.
Four beauties represented our class: Mar'
garet Taylor, Kitty Hamlet, Margaret
Steele and Ann Murphy.
The year ended, one we'll never forget.
Our oificers were the following: Sarah
Harvie, president; Betty Abbitt, viccpresi'
dent; Anne Jones, secretary; and Dot Bos'
wick, treasurer. We could never have man'
aged without the help of Mrs. Slayton, and
it wouldn't have been complete without
our one and only "Charlie Hop."
Sophomore Officers
S.^R.^H HaRVIF ..President Anne Jones Secretary
Betty Abbitt Vice-President Dot Boswick Treasurer
Left to right: Jones, Boswick, Mr. French, Harvic, Abbitt
SOPHOMORES
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BETTY ABBITT
Madison Heights
EDDIE ANN ABBITT
Madison Heights
CATHERINE ANDERSON
Mila
HELEN BARROW
Blackstone
BETSY BEVELL
Boydton
CELESTE WISE BISHOP
Danville
ROSA KENT BISHOP
Chatham
NAN ELLEN BLAND
Tappahannock
MARY BOGGS
Richmond
BARBARA ANN BOOKER
Belona
GRACE BOOKER
Pamplin
ANN BOSWELL
Roanoke
DOT BOSWICK
Newport News
NELL BRADSHAW
Suffolk
POLLY BROTHERS
Suffolk
ROBERTA BARKLEY
Winchester BROWNING
DOROTHY JEAN BURNETT
Bedford
SIS BURTON
Suffolk
BARBARA CARTER
Fmchley
BARBARA CASKEY
Richmond
HELEN E. CASTROS
Roanoke
BOBBIE JUNE CAVERLEE
Fredericksburg
JOYCE ANNE CHEATHAM
Gladys
OLIVIA ANN COLEMAN
Ford
THE VIRGINIAN
BETTY COLLIER
Richmond
SARAH ANNE CONLEY
Remo
BARBARA ANN COTTON
Danville
JUDY COX
Christiansburg
DELORES ANN CROWDER
Richmond
GLORIA JOAN deSILVA
Chatham, New Jersey
BARBARA DODD
Pedlar Mills
GLADYS DOWDY
Maidens
NANCY HALL DRISKILL
Roanoke
ANN DUDLEY
Farmville
BILLIE FRANCES DUNLAP
Port' mouth
FRANCES EVANS
Brook neal
BARBARA GAMBLE
Wellville
ANN JOYCE CATLING
Suffolk
BUNNY R. GIBSON
Henry
MARY FRANCES GRAUBE
Frcderickshure
MARJORIE HALL
Richmond
KATHERINE ANNE HAMLET
South Hill
BETTY HANCOCK
Suffolk
BETSY HANKINS
Richmond
NETTIE ANN HARDEN
Danville
SARAH McELROY HARVIE
Richmond
CATHERINE CHALLICE
Richmond HAYDON
NANCY HAYNES
Martinsville
SOPHOMORES
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ELIZABETH ANNE HOFFMAN
Cresskill, New Jersey
ANN KEITH HUNDLEY
Boydton
IVA JEAN HURST
Fort Lee
BETTY JO JENNINGS
Pulaski
JEAN JINNETT
Richmond
MARY ANNE JOHNSON
Waynesboro
WINSTON JOHNSON
Franklin
ANNE C. JONES
Chnstianshurg
SARAH ANN JONES
Suffolk
MARY FRANCES JOSEPH
Gladstone
WANDA KARLET
Roanoke
SONIA S. KILE
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania
JEAN KREIENBAUM
Emporia
JACKIE LACKEY
Hampton
NATALIE LANGHORNE
LANCASTER
Wardensville, West Virginia
NANCY WORTH LAWRENCE
Suffolk
SARAH CATFIERINE
Winchester LEATHERMAN
PATRICIA LEE
Norfolk
MILLIE LEWIS
Stony Creek
JANE B. LIVELY
Richmond
ANNE LUMSDEN
Blue Ridge
CAROLINE McDonald
Washington, D. C.
VIRGINIA McLEAN
Richmond
ROBBIE DRUMMOND
Amherst MANTIPLY
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VIRGINIA HILDA MANVELL
Vienna
BEVERLY JEAN MARSH
New Providence, New Jersey
JOANNE BISCOE MERCER
Rehoboth Church
V, CAROLYN MICHAEL
Brodnax
HARRIET BYRD MINICHAN
Pulaski
FRANCES ANNE MURPHY
Danville
BOBBIE OBENSHAIN
Roanoke
MARY ANNA OLIVER
Meredithville
ANNIE LEE OWEN
Richmond
JEAN PARTRIDGE
Branchville
MAXINE PATTERSON
Wellville
JANICE PINKARD
Roanoke
NANCY P. PURDUM
Danville
DOROTHY REED
Burkeville
NANCY REED
Chatham
JOYCE RICHARDSON
Howerton
CHARLOTTE ROBERTSON
Waldorf, Maryland
LILLIAN SHELTON
Lively
MARGUERITE ELLEN SMITH
Boykms
JUDITH TARLETON SPINDLER
Hampden Sydney
BILLIE ROSE SPIVEY
Emporia
MARGARET STABLES
Wilson
JOANNE STECK
Fredericksburg
MARGARET ANN STEELE
Roanoke
SOPHOMORES
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ELIZABETH A. STONE
Rustburg
BETTY JANE STOOTS
Pulaski
HELEN MINOR TANNER
Richmond
MARGARET TAYLOR
Sulfolk
PATRICIA TAYLOR
Roanoke
LUCILLE MARIE THOMPSON
Vienna
MARY JANE TYUS
Stony Creek
JAN VAN HORN
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania
ANNE WALKER
Crewe
SUE WEBB
Danville
ANN LEE WEBBER
St. Paul
BARBARA HELEN WHITE
Roanoke
JANET WIGGINS
Arlington
LELIA WINGFIELD
Roanoke
NANCY CARROLL
Rustburg WOOLDRIDGE
AMANDA WRIGHT
Roseland
Freshman History
OEPTEM BER— College—Long-
wood. This sequence echoed in the mind of
each of us who entered as a freshman this
year. Surely, we were a little frightened
when the time came, but the warm wel'
come we received from the upper classmen
quickly banished all our fears. After all,
there were two hundred and twelve of us
to stick together. Things really were not
bad after all.
Our first task was to prepare our circus
stunt. Mary Denny Wilson and Cleo Hol-
laday were elected co-chairmen. Imagine
our surprise and delight when our stunt,
featuring King Cole's Court, won first
place. That night all of us realized what a
wonderful thing co-operation really was.
We were proud.
At the next class meeting, Danville's
own Mary Denny Wilson was elected
president; Betty Islin, vice-president; Jean
Hamilton, secretary; and Blanton Fergu-
son, treasurer. Paula Dovel and June Wim-
bish were elected Freshmen Student Gov-
ernment representatives. Our officers cho-
sen, we could really get to work. After
examinations, all our thoughts and energy
were turned towards production. We
worked to make it as good as that of the
sophomores. Lynn Hill was chairman, and
our theme was "A Dreamer's Hohday."
Soon May Day was the main topic of con-
versation. How proud we were when
Sylvia Reames and Peggy Jones became
our May Court representatives! They
looked beautiful.
Suddenly examinations were upon us
again. These were not as frightening to us
as those in January, because when we fin-
ished, we should be homeward bound.
Everyone decided it had been a good year
and that with some plans already made,
next year would be even better. Some of
us even shed a few tears over leaving old
Longwood. But we were all smiles again,
thinking about next year when we would
be mighty sophomores.
Freshman Officers
Mary Denny Wilson ....President
Betty Islin. Vke-President
Jean Hamilton Secretary
Blanton Ferguson Treasurer
Left ti> right. Fciguour,, \\
FRESHMEN
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NANCY BAIN ADKINS
Richmond
PATRICIA PALMER ALTWEGG
Hilton VilUiRc
JEAN CAROLE BABER
Crozet
ANITA BELLE BAGLEY
Suffolk
GWENDOLYN BAIN
Dinwiddle
SADIE HALL BAIN
Dinwiddle
DOROTHY DEE BANKHEAD
Danville
LURA ALICE BEAVERS
Indian
ANN DAVIS BELL
Elberon
MARY ELIZABETH BENNETT
Red House
MARY EVELYN BENNETT
Rocky Mount
BETTY BENTON
Suffolk
ALICE VIRGINIA BERRY
Skipwith
JOHANNA MAY BIDDLECOMB
Fair Port
BARBARA BLACKMAN
Portsmouth
JOYCE M. BOOTH
Farmville
ELIZABETH BOSWELL
South Hill
BEVERLY JANE BRANCH
Norfolk
MARY ANN BRESLIN
Roanoke
ELIZABETH KEITH
Winchester BROWNING
AUDREY CALHOUN
Glasgow
MARY LOU BURNETTE
Lynch Station
MARY JEAN CARLYLE
Bedford
BEULAH MAE CARTER
Bedford
THE VIRGINIAN
MARY FLEMING CARTER
Hopewell
JOAN DIANE CASSELL
Brookville, Md.
BERNICE BRYANT CLEMMER
Buchanan
NELL HURT COPLEY
Blackstone
SARAH A. BROOKE CORR
Gloucester
VIRGINIA CORY
Hampton
PATSYE COVINGTON
Clover
MARY ELIZABETH CROCKETT
Roanoke
LOIS AGNES CRUTCHFIELD
Hickory
BETTY JUNE CULLIP
Damascus
NELLIE CULPEPPER
Hickory
PHYLLIS JEAN CULPEPPER
Sutfolk
MARY lOYCE CUTRELL
Norfolk
GAYNELL DAVIDSON
Pulaski
ESTHER GREY DAVIS
Buena Vista
MARGIE DAVIS
Roanoke
MARY JO DAVIS
Waynesboro
ELEANORA DONNIE DEAN
Oxford, N. C.
PATTY DERRING
Roanoke
ILIA ATKINSON DESPORTES
Richmond
ANNE NELSON DICKINSON
Rocky Mount
V. MAXINE DIZE
Kilmarnock
WANDA LOU DOLL
Portsmouth
PATRICIA DONNELLY
Roanoke
inci
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JULIA DOTSON
Norfolk
PAULA DOVEL
Cristobal, Canal Zone
WINNIE DUNNAVANT
Petersburg
ANN EDMONDS
Accomac
KATHY EMISON
Richmond
BARBARA ENGLISH
Warsaw
PHYLLIS R. ENTSMINGER
Covington
MARY ANN EVANS
Richmond
BLANTON FERGUSON
Richmond
MARJORIE FORE
Keysville
JACKIE FOREMAN
St. Brides
ANN FOSTER
Farmville
EDITH LOUISE FRAME
Quinton
BETTY LOU GARRETT
Roanoke
BETTY FRANCES GILLETTE
Courtland
MARY MAXWELL GRAY
Newport News
LILLIAN COLEMAN GUTHRIE
Sunny Side
R. JEANNE HAMILTON
Roanoke
BETH HARGETT
South Hill
ALLENE HARRIS
Drewryville
LUCILLE CHRISTINE
Beacon, N. Y. HEICHELBECH
MOLLIE HERSMAN
Richmond
WAVERLYN HILL
Norfolk
JEAN HODGES
South Hill
P''. i
THE VIRGINIAN
CLEO CALL HOLLADAY
Suffolk
LOIS HONEYCUTT
Farmville
ELIZABETH HOOD
Norfolk
DOLLY HORNE
Smithiicld
JUNE HORTON
Richmond
ELIZABETH GARNETT
Lynchburg HOSKINS
ETHEL JANE HUDSON
Brays
JUANITA JOYCE HUDSON
Roanoke
NANCY HUFF
Richmond
VIRGINIA IRBY
Java
ELIZABETH ELEY ISLIN
Hilton Village
lANIE ROSE L^CKSON
Finchlcy
ADRIAN JENNINGS
Richmond
SALLY F. JESTER
Hampton
JUNE JOHNS
Richmond
BEVERLY ANN JOHNSON
Palmyra
BETTY ANNE JOHNSTON
Pvoanoke
BETTY LOUISE JONES
Axton
DORIS E. JONES
New Canton
MARGARET SHORT JONES
Norfolk
LSABELLE MAE KARNES
Bedford
MONEDA KEY
Roanoke
MARY ANNE KING
Rescue
ELIZABETH LA VENIA KITTS
Ta:cxvell
FRESHMEN
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ELLEANOR GAGE KOCH
Richmond
CLAIRE VIRGINIA
Emporia KREIENBAUM
MARY LEE LAMBERT
South Hill
KATHERINE LATIMER
Townsend
CAROLYN MARIE LEFFEL
Salem
RAY2ELLE LEWIS
Wellvillc
PATRICIA ANN LOVING
St. George
NELLIE LUCY
Dolphin
ELIZABETH ANN McCLUNG
Abingdon
ANN McCRACKEN
Waynesboro
MAXINE WATSON McELROY
Meredithville
VIRGINIA GERTRUDE
Richlands McGLOTHLIN
MARGARET RUCKER McGUIRE
Richmond
ANN HARLAN MALLORY
Ashland
JANE CAROLYN MALLORY
Elmont
LUCY MANN
Farmville
PEGGY MANNING
Newport News
FRANCES LEE MARKER
Ac
BESSIE MATTHEWS
Kenbridge
SHIRLEY GRAY MEADOWS
Victoria
MARY F. MILLER
Bedford
LOUISE MINOR
Charlottesville
VIRGINIA MOON
Shipman
CALISTA ANN MOORE
Moseley
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CATHERINE B. MOORE
Churchview
MASON MOORE
York, S. C.
MADGE AUGUSTA MURPHEY
Warrenton
DIANE ELIZABETH MURRAY
Hollins
LOUISE MILBOURNE NELSON
McKenney
JEAN HOWELL NEWCOMB
Charlottesville
SUSAN CLAIRE OLIVER
Meredithville
lACKIE PALMER
Crystal Hill
MILDRED ELIZABETH PARKER
Bedford
MARIAN DUANE PARRISH
Emporia
JOHN LEONARD PEACE,
Farmville
JEAN PEARCE
Farmville
PATRICIA PERKINS
Richmond
SHIRLEY ANN PERKINS
Virgilina
ANNE DOUGLAS PERROW
Lynchburg
JOAN MARIE PERSHING
Frcderickshurf;
IRIS PIERCEY
Meredithville
WILLIAM FOREST PILLOW
Farmville
ELLEN MARIE PORTER
Portsmouth
BERNICE POYCK
Fredericksburg
SYLVIA REAMES
Petersburg
MARY DAIN RICHARDSON
Jacksonville, Fla.
BARBARA ANN ROBERTSON
Roanoke
BETSY JEAN ROBERTSON
Lynchburg
FRESHMEN
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GENEVA ELIZABETH
Crewe ROBERTSON
ERIC ROBINSON
Farmville
MARY ELVA ROBINSON
Norton
BARBARA ANN ROBY
Staunton
SHIRLEY GREY ROBY
Staunton
ANNE WYCHE ROSS
Lawrenceville
MARY JEAN SANDVIG
Richmond
PATSY WALLER SANFORD
Farmvilie
JACQUELINE ANDRINE SELL
Hampton
HOWARD SEYMOUR
Pamplin
ELIZABETH SHORTER
Darlington Heights
ELLEN SINTON
Zanoni
ALICE LAVOURNE SMITH
Skipworth
FAITH SMITH
Suffolk
JEAN SYLVIA SMITH
Farmville
NANCY LEE SMITH
Willis Wharf
SALLY T. SMITH
Newport News
RUBY SNIDER
Rockbridge Baths
FANNIE MAE SNOW
Farmville
BETTY LOU SOUTHALL
Pamplin
JEAN HORTON SOUTHERN
Roanoke
WILMA SPUR LOCK
Meherrin
BETTY BANKS STANLEY
Roanoke
DEE STEGER
Hampton
THE VIRGINIAN
DOROTHY E. STRINGFIELD
Elberon
MILDRED SUPCOE
St. Paul
VIRGINIA FLORENCE
Sutherland SUTHERLAND
lOLENE SUTTON
South Hill
ELIZABETH ANN THOMAS
Newport News
MATTIE THOMAS
Lawrenccville
MARIAN THOMPSON
Danville
MARILYN THOMPSON
South Hill
MARIA LOUISE THRIFT
Locust Hill
lANE TICK
Flushms, N.
NANCY E. TIGNOR
Wicomico Church
BILLIE MAE TOMLINSON
Norfolk
MARTHA DEAN TOMLINSON
Waverly
VIRGINIA CAROLINE
Danville TRAYNHAM
LAURA MAE TRENT
Gladys
DORIS ELIZABETH
Victoria UNDERWOOD
lOANNE UTLEY
Black-stone
DOLLY GAY VAUGHAN
Newport News
MARY PAGE WADE
Franklin
BARBARA WALSTON
Hickory
LETITIA WARD
Marionville
GENEVIEVE WELSH
Leesburg
ELSE ANNE WENTE
Hilton Village
VIRGINIA WENTZ
Winchester
inci
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SYLVIA LOUISE WEST
Nathalie
ROBERTA WIATT
Glouce:ter
JUNE LEA WILMOTH
Hampton
GERALDINE ELIZABETH
Gretna WILSON
MARTHA MILLER WILSON
Raphine
MARY DENNY WILSON
Danville
JULIA ELIZABETH WIMBISH
Rocky Mount
CORA WOOD
Wingina
FRANCES PARROTT WOOTEN
Chester
MARILYN PORTER YOUNGER
Nathalie
Fir'it rem Holladay, Carter, Home, M. D. Wilson
Second row Klin Horton, Huff, Rcamcs, Garrett, Copley, Beavers, S. Smitli, Altwcgs
Freshman Commission
"r
L HE Freshman Commission, as
soon as it was organi2,ed, went to work.
Its members, as representatives from the
Freshman class to Y. W C. A., led prayers
and aided in the work of the organization.
The officers were Cleo Holladay, president;
Fifi Carter, vice-president: June Horton.
secretary; and Nell Copley, treasurer; the
representatives were Lou Beavers, Pat Alt'
wegg, Betty Islin, Nancy Huff, Betty Lou
Garrett, Dolly Home, Sylvia Reames, Sally
Smith, and Mary Denny Wilson.
When the seniors gave their dance, the
Commission sold cokes and nabs during in-
termission. At Christmas time, the Com-
mission, after hanging the green, decorated
the tree in the Rotunda. The entire school
gathered around the Christmas tree, and
the Commission led the singing of the
Christmas carols.
In February we had a coke 'n' nab
party for our wonderful Big Sisters. With
Maria, Westbrook, and others entertain-
ing, the shindig was great.
We are also planning to welcome the
incoming freshmen of next year and to im-
part to them some of the famous Long'
wood spirit.
n^
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Helen Agnew
President
OFFICERS
Helen Agnew President
RoMiNE Mahood Vice-President
Martha Alice Wilson Secretary
Anne Mitchell Motley Treasurer
MEMBERS
Betty McRee Senior Representative
Charlotte Williams Senior Representative
Peggy Harris Junior Representative
Shirley Livesay Junior Representative
Lucy Page Hall Sophomore Representative
Bobbie Obenshain Sophomore Representative
Paula Dovel Freshman Representative
June Wimbish Freshman Representative
Ann Burnette Toum Girl Representative
Ann Lynch Ex-officw Member
Bobbie Pollard Ex-offido Member
Virginia Spencer Ex-officio Member
Women's Student Government Association
First row: A. Burnette, Pollard, McRee, Mahood, Agnew, Dr. Moss, Spencer, Williams, Lynch
Second row: A. Motley, P. Harris, Wimhish, Dovel. Livesay, M. A. Wilson, Hall, Ohenshain
OFFICERS
John Huegel President
Harold Hutter Vice-President
Madison McClintic Secretary
Leonard Shaw Treasurer
MEMBERS
Jimmy Thompson Forest Pillow
Lester Smallvvood
1 1
Jack Huegal
President
Men's Student Government Associdtion
Left to right: Th(,inps.>n, Shaw, Huegal, Hutter, McClintic. SmalKvt
Who's Who
Who's Whd Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities
Top: Virg nia Spencer. Charlotte
K. Jones, Betsy Gravely, Ann
Lynch
Center: Helen Agnevv, Bobbie Pol-
lard
Bottom: Jean Smith, Romine Via-
hood, Marv Leigh Meredith
Student Standards
D<'O you belong to many organiza'
tions? How many meetings do you have
at the same time? Not more than one, we
hope! When we began our work last fall,
this was one of our major objectives—to
keep meetings from conflicting. Another
was to keep study hour free from all meet-
ings.
As we mulled over the many problems
that faced us, we were ever aware of our
purpose: "to bring about a spirit of co-
operation in the solution of student prob-
lems and to foster high standards of
action and scholarship; to act as a clearing
house for problems between the student
body and the faculty or administration."
Our lengthy discussion concerning "Rat
Day" resulted in a recommendation to the
Freshman Class that "Rat Day" be put on
a higher plane. We also recommended that
they make any other general improvements
for the benefit of the freshmen.
The new Student Standards regulations
regarding extra-curricular activities were
put into effect this year and seem to be
solving a few of the difficulties. The presi-
dent of the Pan-Hellenic Association was
asked to join our committee this year since
some of our problems concern the soror-
ities.
As we draw to a close another successful
year of Student Standards, we want to
thank our faculty members: Miss Bedford,
Miss Burger, Miss Clarke, Mrs. Cover,
Miss Cleaves, Miss Stubbs, and Dr. Swert-
feger. They have guided us wisely and un-
derstandingly during the year.
Margaret Thomas served as chairman of
the committee; Marian Beckner, secretary;
Dolores Hoback, chairman of the calendar;
and Jane Lyon, chairman of the committee
on student standard regulations.
Front rt
Second
Tuggle, Lynch, Hoback, Thomas, Beckner, Lyon, Copley
v: Spencer, Agnew, Sadler, Pollard, Harper, Pecry, Watkins Steck, McLean, M. Evelyn Bennett
Y. W. C. A.
Seated: M W. J
Standing : Spciici
A..GAIN we found ourselves
dressed in white with a blue "Y" ribbon.
Again we eagerly awaited the arrival of
each new freshman. We remembered our
first day at Longwood and our joy at seeing
the friendly faces of the "Y" girls. After
a few days of Freshman Club meetings,
tours of the campus, Coke 'n' Nab parties
and "just getting acquainted," the Big
Sister'Little Sister reception was held in the
Student Lounge. Then the little sisters met
the faculty and upperclassmen.
Early in October, the cabinet held its
annual Fall Retreat in the "Y" Lounge.
Afterwards, we went out to Longwood for
the night. We felt our retreat was a real
success and looked forward to achieving
our goals in the coming year. One major
goal which was accomplished was the re
vision of our constitution. Also, in Oc
tober the freshmen and all new students
were formally installed in the "Y." It was
a very impressive service, starting in the
Methodist Church and closing in the Ro-
Fir;t r<.)w; R. Browning, Hodges, Seward, Dodd, Obenshain
Second row: Miss Hamner, M. Thomas, J. Foreman, Spencer, M. W. Johnson, McLean, P. Walker, Cook, Hall
tunda with the singing ot "Y" songs and
the repeating of the "Y" motto. During
October also the "Y" brought Dr. J. Blan-
ton Belk to our campus as its fall speaker,
and we held the World Student Service
Fund drive.
As Christmas drew near, we made plans
for our annual spaghetti dinner, held m the
Home Management House, which was gaily
decorated for the festivities. We enjoyed
the party very much. The "Y" tried to
help the students obtain a fuller meaning of
Christmas by having prayers centered
around the Christmas theme, by conduct-
ing the traditional "Hanging of the Green,"
and by presenting the Christmas pageant,
followed by White Christmas, to which
every organization brought contributions.
We were fortunate to be represented by
two of our members at the fourth National
Assembly of the Student Christian Associa-
tion held at Miami University from De-
cember 27 to January 2.
Our Religious Emphasis Week in Feb-
ruary brought to our campus Dr. Theodore
H. Evans of Charlottesville. The theme for
the week was "The Future Is In Your
Hands." Dr. Evans led open discussions
and talked to us in chapel.
Throughout the year the "Y" was re-
sponsible for prayers, held in the Episcopal
church every evening after dinner. The
"Y" also helped the needy and worked
with the welfare organi2;ations of Farmville.
Under the efficient and capable leader-
ship of our president, Virginia Spencer, the
"Y" was successful in achieving its goals
for the year. Virginia's helpfulness and
cheery smile won a place in the hearts of all
of us. With such a guide, the "Y" was able
to carry on its fine traditions and complete
a successful year.
i- HAT will be three call downs and one
week's campus!" yelled the hall president, as she jot'
ted down names of members of these all-night bridge
clubs. They were probably all Dean's list students,
no less!
Too bad, girls, but then, your hall president was
only trying to do her duty, as she kept in mind the
purpose of the House Council: to set up and enforce
the rules governing the dormitories. Yes, it has been
one hectic year, breaking up all the nightly gab ses'
sions, but it's been great, and we've all had fun.
We feel we have had a most successful year un-
der the able leadership of Bobbie Pollard, who served
as president; Ruth Gills, vice-president; Mary Craw-
ford, secretary; and Ann Crowder, treasurer. Fresh-
man, sophomore, junior, and senior house-presidents,
always right on the job, were Mason Moore, Judy
Cox, Maria Jackson, and Emma Mae Pittard, re-
spectively. Working with these members of the
House Council and the House Mothers have been
those all-important hall presidents, whose duty it was
to keep peace and quiet on their respective halls.
The House Council is indeed grateful to the college house-mothers and hostesses for all
that they have done in helping us to uphold the ideals of our organization. They are Mrs.
Eastham, Miss Hamner, Mrs. Slayton, Mrs. Tabb, Mrs. Green, Mrs. Holladay, and Mrs.
Dudley.
Orchids should go to each and every member of the Longwood College student body,
who, in cooperation with the House Council, did her part in upholding the dormitory
rules and regulations and helped make this year one of the best we have ever had.
House Council
BBIE PoLL.^Rn
President
Left to right: Moore, Cox, Jackson, Pitt
Oi'N May 20 Pi Delta Epsilon
celebrated its first birthday, and we felt
quite justified in our pride in the year's
achievements. For several years the stu-
dents responsible for the campus publica-
tions had felt a need for an organisation to
coordinate their activities and to give recog'
nition to those students who have devoted
time and effort to the publications. The
eiforts of a small group were rewarded
when Pi Delta Epsilon, a national honorary
fraternity, accepted their petition for a
chapter at Longwood. Now journalism has
at Longwood its fraternity, an organisation
of the publications.
This year the organization really worked.
Jean Smith was president; Fran Harper,
Vice-president; Mary Leigh Meredith, sec-
retary; Millie Carter, treasurer; and
Georgia Bailey, historian. Other members
of the group were Grace Thompson, Nellie
Hart, Betty Spindler, Mr. T. A.McCorkle,
and Dr. Marvin Schlegel. On October 12
the group extended invitations ot member-
ship to those who had served notably on
the three publications. The following were
duly initiated: Helen Agnew, Shirley At-
kinson, Flora Ballowe, Betty Scott Borkey,
Helen Connelly, Mary Crawford, Sara
Creger, Jeanne Gilman, Maria Jackson,
Charlotte K. Jones, Martha Kitchen, Ro-
mme Mahood, Lucy Jane Morton, Peg
Peery, Polly Powers, June Raines, Lester
Smallwood, Mary Jo Smith, and Betsy
Wilson. Also for their unfailing interest
and assistance, honorary membership was
extended to Mr. Boyd Coyner, Dean
William Savage, and Mr. Harry Lancaster.
The first project undertaken by Pi Delta
Epsilon, the compilation and publication of
the student directory, proved successful.
Toward the end of April, ovir first year
of activity was drawing to a close. To finish
it with a flourish, we celebrated with a ban-
quet at Lcmgwood.
Pi Delta Epsilon
First row: Peery, Wilson, C. K. Jones, Carter, Bailey, Borkey, Crawford, Morton
Second row; Dr. Schlegel, J. Smith, Mr. H. Lancaster, Meredith, Dean Savage, Harper, Mr. McCorkle
Third row: Kitchen, M. J. Smith. S. Atkinson, Raines, Smallwood, Jackson, Gilman, Powers, Mahood, Ballowe. Con-
nelly
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The Rotunda
W,ITH the throngs of tearful,
fearful freshmen arriving September 17
were an eager handful of suu'tanned jour'
nalists. Bursting with enthusiasm, these
would-be Horace Greeleys took to their
typewriters and pens. Volume 30, Issue
No. 1 of the Rotunda was on hand to greet
the upperclassmen as a result.
Under the regime of "Little" Smith and
"Emul" Meredith, and with the special aid
of Mary Jo Smith, managing editor, the
college weekly began a busy winter. With
an expert ability for scaring away the cred'
itors Helen Connelly struggled valiantly to
keep the Rotunda out of the red and on the
Wednesday supper tables. Never overlook'
ing the possibilities of a libel suit, the ed'
itors conferred frequently with incompa-
rable Dr. Marvin Schlegel, who undertook
the strenuous task of adviser to the pub-
lication.
Under Ginny McLean, news editor, re-
porters scurried about the campus, uncov-
ering the passing events of campus life.
The feature department under Betty Jane
Stoots covered everything from hanging
cadavers to student teaching. Readers
voiced their opinions through Martha
Kitchen in the Cogitations and Steck fre-
quently "stuck her neck out." Lou Jamison
and Lester Smallwood periodically reviewed
local sports issues and kept up with the
current color-cup standings. Bunny Gibson
and her weekly news column served as a
bridge between college life and the world
beyond. Betsy Wilson struggled to keep
up with rings, pins and wild, wild week-
ends: Peg Peery made good use of her
camera.
You read the Rotunda each Wednesday
night, thanks to Grace Thompson, head of
the circulation department, who saw to it
that you had one to read, and Polly Pow-
ers, advertising manager, who hounded
Main Street establishments until they came
through.
No longer tanned, no longer bursting
with enthusiasm but wiser and more ex-
perienced, the staff marked June 4 as the
end of a year of achievement.
Top picture laiH.M M \KL. Ill Si,,ots, M. J. Smith, B. Wilson, Pifer, G. Thompson
Lower picture First low M F Carter, Gilman, Steck, Jinnett, Caskey
Second row: Wiggins, Leffel, M. A. Evans
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The Colonnade
JTlAIL to everyone connected
with Longwood College. May the Joan of
Arc spirit be yours always!" On this in'
spirational note, Edith Duma, editor'in'
chief of Longwood's literary magazine,
opened the foreword of our November is-
sue. Just as It seemed fitting to choose
Joan of Arc as the embodiment of the high'
est ideals of womanhood, we on the staff
thought it appropriate that we choose
"Joan of Arc" as a theme for the first
Colonnade of the year. One of the highest
aims of the Colonnade and its staff is the
representation in prose and poetry, in art
and comicrelief, in style and form, of the
personality and spirit of Longwood College.
With this goal in mind, the members of
the staif and the board of contributors
worked long hours to make the Colonnade's
three issues publications of which we could
be proud. Maria Jackson served as manag'
ing editor. Frances Harper, as business
manager, and her assistants did a good job
in the business department. Betsy Wilson
served as essay editor. Sara Creger, in the
capacity of review editor, turned our busy
thoughts to the latest books. June Raines
and Patty Walker served as advertising and
circulation managers respectively. Joan
Prichett's well'known two-page spread dc
picting campus life gave us a few tips.
In September, Nancy Garbee, our short
story editor, announced the beginning of
the annual short'Story contest, and posters
on every bulletin board asked for Uterary
attempts from the student body. The fol-
lowing week, the Rotunda printed the
names of the board of judges for the con'
test. Miss Lucille Jennings, Miss Carrie
Sutherlin, Miss Helen Draper, and three
students served us in that capacity, and,
judging by the results, served us well. Les-
ter Trout won first prize with "One Way
Home"; Cleo Holladay took second prize
for her story "The Persecuted," and Sally
Brickman was awarded third prize for
"The Friends."
Our "big first" issue looked good. Lucy
Jane Morton designed a cherry-red and
white cover using the "listening statue" of
Joan of Arc as the model for her illustra-
tion. In "The Story Behind the Statues,"
Betty Lou Harman told how the statues of
Joan of Arc in the Rotunda and on the
Colonnade came to be placed on our cam-
pus. The November issue also printed
"One Way Home," aptly illustrated by
Lucy Jane; "I Remember," a charming au-
tobiography by our former French ex-
change-student, Suzanne Girard; and "It
Happens to Every Freshman," by Bessie
Matthews.
The two successive issues contained,
among other fine contributions, the second
and third prize-winning short stories and
the announcement of the results of the an-
nual poetry contest conducted by our able
poetry editor. Flora Ballowe.
Without the constant assistance and
timely advice of our advisers—Mr. M.
Boyd Coyner, Miss Lucille Jennings, Dr.
Marvin Schlegel, and Miss Ann Ross—we
could never have made this year the success
that it was. We thank them all.
First row: Harper, P. Taylor, Lee, Atkinson, Garbee, P. Walker
Second row: Peery, Ballowe, Fritts, R. Browning, Acree, M. Carter. Raines, S. Crcger, Prichett, B. Wilson
Left to right: Bailey, Business Manager: Mr. McCorkle: C. K. Jones, Editor
The Virginian
W,ITH Charlotte King Jones as
editor and Mr. Mac as adviser, how could
the 1951 Virginian help being good! Yes,
these were the two who in September start-
ed us on the long, hard, happy road to pro-
ducing the yearbook of Longwood Colle're.
How well we remember the first meet-
ing! The photographer was coming to take
individual pictures. Eager to begin work-
ing, Betty Scott Borkey, photographic ed-
itor, had us sign up to sit with Mr. Dudley.
For the next few days our time was well
spent in rushing from classes to second-
floor Rotunda. The 19') 1 Virgini.an was
under way.
Subscriptions are always a matter of
concern for the annual staff. This year
was no exception. Many were the nights
that we canvassed the dormitories; many
were the nights that we sat at the table in
the hall selling subscriptions. To Georgia
Bailey, business manager, and Mary Craw-
ford, her assistant, are due many laurels
for handling the money. When November
1
") arrived, we were exhausted, but our
quota of annuals had been sold.
In October, Charlotte and Georgia repre-
sented us at the Virginia Inter-Collegiate
Press Association held in Lexington, Vir-
ginia. When they returned, their note-
books were filled with many helpful sug-
gestions.
The months ahead consisted ct making
decisions and putting our plans into opera-
tion. Hov; excited we were to learn that
green and white would adorn the 19'i'l
Virgini.\n! Now we had expert and artis-
tic help—Miss Bedford, our art adviser.
She and Bunny Ricks, art editor, went to
work, and when their job was completed,
we could only say, "Well done!" In No-
vember the dummy arrived and pleased us
greatly.
After Christmas vacation we returned
to find that the pictures had been returned
from the studio. Each had to be trimmed,
numbered, and mounted. Barbara Brown,
Vera Bryant, Jean Partridge, and Betty
Johnson gave of theii: talents to this worthy
cause.
Soon another tedious task was upon the
shoulders ol our litelrary editor, Nell Dal-
ton. All the articles had to be written and
correctly typed by Kakie McCready, Edith
Duvall, Polly Brothers, and Gerry New-
man. Again we had timely assistance from
Miss Foster, our hterary adviser.
We would like tO; give a hearty "thank
you" to someone whose suggestions, ad-
vice, and assistance contributed greatly to
the success of our annual. Without you,
Mr. Mac, the staff would have been lost.
Your tricks of the trade saved us many,
many hours of hard work, and your guid-
ance and cheerfulness inspired us all.
In the months which followed. Peg
Peery, our student photographer, was fre-
quently seen snapping pictures of all un-
knowing "Longwoodites." Peggy Harris,
associate editor, was busy, also, collaborat-
ing last-minute details with Charlotte.
May was soon upon us, and the annuals
arrived. We could tell that the seniors and
sophomores were especially pleased with
the color. So were we. We were happy
and proud that we had had a part in bring-
ing "our" annual to Longwood.
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Gravely, M. Crowder, Mahood, Agnew, J. Smith
iv: Lynch, A. Burnette, McRcc, Jackson, C. K. Jones, Meredith.
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Alpha Kappa Gamma
.LPHA Kappa Gamma is an
honorary society formed for the purpose of
recognizing students who have shown
themselves outstanding in constructive
leadership.
The Joan Circle had for its capable ad-
visers the following: Miss Burger, Miss
Stubbs, and Mrs. Tibbs. The officers for
this year were Romine Mahood, president;
Mary Crowder, vice-president: Helen Ag-
new, secretary; and Betsy Gravely, treas-
urer. Virginia Spencer and Ann Lynch
were the other members when school
opened.
At the beginning of the year our circle
sponsored a juke-box dance, the money
from which was presented to the Dean of
Women for the purpose of buying small
but needed articles for the school.
Our annual convention was held at the
University of South Carolina. Delegates
to the convention were Helen Agnew,
Mary Crowder, Betty Spindler, and Ro-
mine Mahood.
In October our main project of the year
was carried out with much success with
Ann Lynch acting as general chairman of
circus. "The Mardi Gras" was the theme.
Betsy Wilson was elected queen with her
attendants Maria Jackson, Barbara Caskey,
and Sylvia Reames, each representing her
respective class.
Later on in the year we tapped Ann
Burnett, Sue Brewbaker, Charlotte K.
Jones, Maria Jackson, Mary Leigh Mere-
dith, Jean Smith, Betty McRee, and Miss
Virginia Wall. Two more tappings were
due during the year.
To foster high ideals, to promote co-
ordination of various college activities, and
to preserve the ideals and traditions of the
college—these are the purposes of Alpha
Kappa Gamma.
First row: Fritts, Gladding, McCready, Tugglc, Cruwder
Second row; Smith, Borkey, Spurlock, Blessing, Harman, Pittard, Bedinger, Bti
Third row: Spencer, Bailey, Garbee, Everett, Dr. Sutherland, Gerrells, Duval
Fourth row: Lacy, Wood, Cook, Orange, Jackson, Hucgal, McMullan
Meredith
v.irth, Bryant, ve, Wils.
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Kdppa Delta Pi
.APPA Delta Pi, national hon-
orary society for juniors and seniors excel'
ling in the fields of education, has its Beta
Epsilon chapter on our campus. The fra-
ternity seeks always to encourage high pro-
fessional, intellectual, and personal stand-
ards. The Beta Epsilon chapter was found-
ed in 1928, replacing Pi Kappa Omega,
which was founded in 1918.
With Hilda Bauserman as president,
Alma Bedinger as vice-president, Polly
Powers as secretary, Emma Mae Pittard as
treasurer, and Mary Leigh Meredith as
historian-reporter. Kappa Delta Pi began
its year. Dr. Ethel Sutherland placed a
guiding hand upon the prow of our ship of
education.
The Kadelpians sailed right into the im-
portant business of recognizing those stu-
dents whose abihty in the field of education
has been outstanding. Billie Marie Wood.
Vera Bryant, Anne Lawrence, and Ruth
Lacy had been invited to membership dur-
ing the summer session and were recog-
nised at the first fall meeting.
In the fall Georgia Bailey, Flora Ballowe,
Mildred Blessing, Betty Scott Borkey, Har-
riet Butterworth, Laura Lee Fritts, Nancy
Garbee, and Bonnie Gerrells were among
those invited to membership. Norma Glad-
ding, Sarah Graham, Betty Lou Harman,
Jack Huegel, Maria Jackson, Katharine
McCready, Ned Orange, Mary Jo Smith,
Mary Frances Spurlock, Pat Tuggle, and
Martha Ahce Wilson completed our roster
for the session.
The festive air of our annual Christmas
banquet, held in the Tea Room, took us
safely through exams. Once again, at a
very special tea-reception in the spring, we
honored the freshmen and sophomores who
ranked in the upper quartile of their classes.
With pride in our successful year we
gaily anticipate the future, resolving that
as Kappa Delta Pi's we will remember that
only the educated should educate.
Left to right: Garhcc, Gladding, Duma, Stevens, J. Smith, P. Joyner, Williams, J. Cook
Beorc Eh Thorn
BeORC Eh Thorn, the English
honor society on the Longwood campus,
was founded here in October, 193'). The
three old English runic letters adopted for
the name symbolize to its members the
study of literature, the inspiration of cre-
ative writing, and the discipline necessary
to achieve literary expression.
At our March meeting Mr. James
Grainger, founder of Beorc Eh Thorn and
former head of the Department of English,
acquainted the new members with the
foundation and traditions of our organiza-
tion. In May our annual picnic was held
at "Buifalo," Mr. Grainger's country home.
This time as usual Mrs. Grainger had
planned a picnic that was happy and very
enjoyable.
This year, John Cook served as presi-
dent; Page Joyner, vice-president; Char-
lotte Williams, secretary; and Jean Smith,
treasurer. The following were welcomed
in the spring as our new members: Betty
Lois Baker, Sally Brickman, Vera Bryant,
Irene Bunting, Frances Everett, Branchy
Fristoe, Dolores Hoback, Ann Lawrence,
Ann Norman, Helen Smith, Virginia
Spencer, Elizabeth Stone, Betsy Wilson,
Ruth Elizabeth Wilkinson, and Billie Marie
Wood.
X I Gamma Mu is the national
social-science honor society on our campus.
Our group, known as the Virginia Gamma
Chapter, was founded at our college in
1927 by Dr. Walmsley, Professor Emer-
itus. The purpose of this organization is
to encourage young men and women in the
scientific study of all social problems and to
promote co-operation between the several
branches of social science. Our group in-
vites as its members seniors and juniors
who have shown outstanding interest and
ability in the iield of social science and who
rank high in scholarship. Among those we
were happy to welcome as our new mem-
bers this fall were the following: Lauralee
Fritts, Virginia Spencer, Betty Lois Baker,
John Cook, and John Huegal.
We choce as our general theme this year
a topic of vital importance to everyone
—
the United Nations. We tried to enrich
our knowledge of this organisation in order
that we might better understand its place
in world events.
The annual spring banquet was held at
Longwood House. We were happy to
have Dr. Walmsley, the founder of our
chapter, to join us. This affair brought a
most delightful close to the school year.
Dr. Schlegel again served as our sponsor,
endearing himself to us all by his loyalty
and cheerful advice. Our officers for the
year were the following: president, Edith
Duvall; vice-president, Rena Mae Hayes;
secretary, Frances Everett; treasurer, Anne
McMullan; reporter, Betty Lois Baker.
Pi Gamma Mu
ight: Carter, Dr. Schlegel, Fritts. Baker, Spencer, Everett, Duvall, McMullan
Left to right: N. Walker, B. Ahbitt, M. Taylor, Brothers
Granddaughters Club
TiHE Granddaughters Club was
established for the purpose of bringing to-
gether all girls whose mothers or grand-
mothers attended Longwood College. The
members help the alumnae secretary in
many activities and also work to interest
high-school students in Longwood College
and entertain them while visiting on the
campus. In the fall thirty new members
joined and were entertained at a welcom-
ing party. Later in the year, they were
initiated at a solemn ceremony followed by
a social.
The officers for the year were as follows:
president, Nancy Walker; vice-president,
Betty Abbitt; secretary, Margaret Taylor:
treasurer, Polly Brothers; and reporter,
Mary Winston Johnson. Through their
capable leadership the organization success-
fully assisted in celebrating Founders" Day.
We helped with the coffee, sponsored by
the Farmville Alumnae Chapter, and also
acted as hostesses for the week-end. It was
fun showing the guests around the build-
ings and listening to the stories of the good
times they had while here in college. Some
of them knew our mothers, a fact which, of
course, endeared them to us. Some of the
other activities were being hostesses for the
Alumnae Council, which met in the fall,
and participating in the Circus. In the
spring, the members of the club gathered
for a picnic at Longwood Estate. What a
wonderful time we had!
The interest and assistance of Miss
Wall, our adviser, contributed greatly to a
most successful year.
TiHE Dramatic Club began the
year under the direction of Mr. Alec Fin'
layson. In the fall, we presented "The Mad-
woman of Chaillot" with Cleo HoUaday in
the lead. We enjoyed this presentation so
much that we decided to present another
play. Early in February we began rehears-
als for "As You Desire Me."
Mary B. Smith was president; Nancy
Garbee, vice-president in charge of produc-
tion; Jeanne Oilman, vice-president in charge
of programs; Helen Tanner, secretary: and
Betty Scott Borkey, treasurer. Mary Craw-
ford, Edith Kennon, Lucy Jane Morton,
Harriet Butterworth, Barbara Caskey,
Margaret Turner, Amanda Wright, Betsy
Hankins, Donna Kunkler, and Claudia
Bradshaw served as committee heads.
Mary B. Smith
President
Nancy Garbee
Vice-President
Dramatic Club
First row: Traynham, Porter, Holladay, McGlothlin, Straw, Utley
Second row: Wright, E. Browning, King, G. Robertson
Future Teachers of America
vJUR J. L. Jarman Chapter of
Future Teachers of America seeks to create
interest in professional leadership, to fur-
ther activities and services of the National
Education Association, to study the tra-
ditions and practices of the teaching pro-
fession, and to develop in the members
those powers and quahties recognized as
desirable assets of professional teachers.
Our first event of the year was a recep-
tion given in October for all the student
teachers and supervisors. This enabled us
to become better acquainted with each
other.
In November, our membership increased
when we initiated twenty-one new girls
into our group, and again in the spring,
when we invited more girls to join us.
These were selected from each department
in the college. In order to become a mem-
ber of Future Teachers of America, a stu-
dent must be recommended by the head of
her department and sanctioned by the
chapter members.
One of our goals for the year was to
initiate high-school Future Teachers of
America Clubs. One club from Randolph-
Henry High School visited our campus in
January in order to learn more about the
organization of F, T. A.
Dr. J. P. Wynne, our capable and faith-
ful adviser, led our group in helpful dis-
cussions of such problems as service pro-
jects for the chapter and attitudes that
people hold toward fundamentals of educa-
tion. The officers of the J. L. Jarman
Chapter this year were the following:
Patty Walker, president; Dee Hoover,
vice-president; Max Acree, secretary;
Kathryn Terry, treasurer; Lillie Lankford,
librarian; and Dr. J. P. Wynne, adviser.
We have enjoyed our year's work together.
First row: Palmer, June Forem.in, Shelton, Pollard
Second row: Lankford, Swihart, Sutphin, Bailey, Minter, Hoover, Terry, Harper
Third row: Divers, J. Adams, McMuUan, C. K. Jones, F. Creger. Bedinger, Sewai
Egerton, Higgs, McRee
Fourth row: H. Smith, M. Smith, Butterworth, Johnson
Fifth row: Critzer, Spencer, Bradrhaw, Biddlecomb
Crowder. Kemp, P. Walker,
Associdtion of Childhood Education
i HE Association of Childhood
Education is an organi2;ation for those
people who are interested in the education
of children. This organization was formed
in 1930 by the merging of two organi2;a'
tions of teachers of young children, the
International Kindergarten Union and the
National Council of Primary Education.
The purposes of this organization are to
work for the education and well-being of
children; to promote desirable conditions,
programs, and practices in the elementary
school; to raise the standard of preparation
and to encourage continued professional
growth of teachers and leaders in this iield;
to bring into active cooperation all groups
concerned with children in the home, the
school, and the community; and to inform
the public of the needs of children and the
necessary adjustments of the school pro-
gram to fit these needs. To achieve these
purposes the Association of Childhood
Education is guided by a philosophy of
Standing left to right: Critser, Woody, Hughes, V. Bryant, Crawford, Thom.is, H. Simth, Hart, Clarke, M. Smith,
J. Adams, Lankford, P. Bryant, Pollard
First row: Walthall, Connelly, A. Adams, Rosson, Cook, Brame, Barnes
Second row: McRee, Stansbury, Johnson, Hodges, Brown, Korbach, Wood, C. S. Jones
Third row: 2itta, Toxey, Staples, Nel'-on, Bradshaw, Palmer, Ha\\le\
education which is flexible and responsive
to human needs in a changing society, as
related particularly to children and to the
preparation of teachers.
Our programs this year were based on a
problem in which we were all interested:
student teaching and its responsibilities.
Miss Lucy Adams, principal of the Farm-
ville Elementary School, gave us a very in-
teresting talk on the student teacher's part
in the elementaryschool program. We also
had some round'table discussions in which
the problems in student teaching were dis'
cussed.
In October and March we initiated
junior and senior elementary majors into
our organization. We were glad to have
them with us. Our officers this year were
LiUie Lanktord, president; Joyce Adams,
vice-president; Helen Smith, secretary; and
Mary B. Smith, treasurer. These officers,
with the help and suggestions of our ad-
viser and friend. Miss Alice E. Carter, led
us through a successful and enjoyable year.
Left to right: Barber, Marker, N. Smith, Nelson, Edmonds, Gladding
The Eastern Shore Club
Between the Atlantic Ocean
and the Chesapeake Bay, lies a small strip
of land known as the Eastern Shore. It is
small in si7;e but large in the hearts of resi-
dents and visitors, who can never forget
the beating of the surf and the sound of
wind rustling through swaying pine trees.
So that we Eastern Shore girls here at
Longwood could keep up on the latest news
from home and just get together for fun,
we formed a club whose purpose was also
to interest high-school girls from the East-
ern Shore in coming here.
This year we added several new and
charming members: Nancy, Frances M.,
Ann, Kitty Beale, and Letitia. Our mem-
bership also comprised Frances T., Norma,
Sue, Frances S., and Billie Jane. Our re-
turn was somewhat saddened by the loss of
our kind and generous sponsor, Miss Crad-
dock, but with the aid of our new members
we planned and carried out an eventful
year. At Christmas time, Mary and Mar-
garet, whom we consider our honorary
members even though they are not from the
Shore, gave us a party, which was one of
the most memorable events of the year. In
the spring, we gave a juke-box dance in the
Rec. Everyone had fun, and the dance put
money in our treasury.
Our officers for this year have been
Norma Gladding, president; Kitty Beale
Latimer, vice-president; Sue Nelson, secre-
tary-treasurer; and Billie Jane Barber, re-
porter.
First row: Richardson, Bland. Acrce, Mr. French, Wilson, Conley, L. Shelton
Second row: A. Biddlecomh, Lamb, Motley, English, Mercer, Di:c, J. Biddlecomh, Hudwn, Tignor, Anderson
Northern Neck Club
'^Sometimes I stop and wonder
What the next world's going to he.
But St. Peter needn't worry
When I cash in my chec\,
For my soul will stay forever, in
The good old 'N.orthern 7\[ecf(."
1 ES, the Northern Neck is a
place which captures one's heart when he
visits or lives there. Just what is it? Where
is it? It is a strip of land between the wide,
blue Potomac and the mighty Rappahan-
nock, and it is just Hke millions of other
places which people call "God's country."
Our club welcomed five new members
this year: Barbara English, Nancy Tigner,
Maxine Di2,e, Jane Hudson, and Johanna
Biddlecomh. We are proud of our Long-
wood alumnae of the Northern Neck.
They recently organized an alumnae chap-
ter. Their capable officers are Mrs. Robert
B. Delano of Warsaw, president; Mrs.
John R. Beale of Kinsale, vice-president;
Miss Helen Hardin of Tappahannock, sec-
retary; Mrs. Paul Welch of Downings,
treasurer; Mrs. Arthur Packett of War-
saw, historian.
The events that made this year an enjoy-
able one were our traditional hamburger
roast to welcome the freshmen, the bingo
party sponsored by the alumnae chapter,
our juke-box dance, and our picnic at the
Longwood estate.
If anyone wants to see our faces shine
with pride, just mention the name "Charlie
Hop." Charhe Hop is our faithful adviser
and cherished friend.
Our club officers for this year were the
following: Peggy Wilson, president; Ann
Lamb, vice-president; Jeanne Mercer, sec-
retary-treasurer; and Ann Conley, report-
The Richmond Club
IN September the Richmond Club
was pleased to welcome many charming
freshmen from our own city. We had met
most of them at our tea at Thalhimer's just
before school started, when we gave them
an insight into life at Longwood College.
We entertained our freshmen at a picnic in
the fall, when we renewed our acquaint'
ances and caught up on summer events.
Picnics held at Longwood estate in the fall
and spring are traditional with us.
One of our main purposes is to interest
Richmond high-school girls in coming to
Longwood College. This we have done by
inviting them to the college on week-ends,
by having parties in Richmond in their
honor, and by individual correspondence.
Our club enables us Richmonders to
have a closer relationship with our alumnae
at home. Each spring several Richmond
Club members are invited to attend the
alumnae picnic held in Richmond. When
our alumnae are on our campus, we act as
hostesses, showing them the new buildings
and introducing them to our new students.
During the Christmas holidays the alum-
nae entertained us with a delightful Christ-
mas tea at Miller and Rhoads. This tea
was also attended by several high-school
seniors, who are prospective Longwood
students. We instilled in them the friendly
spirit of our school, and they were more
enthusiastic than ever about coming to
Longwood.
Our juke-box dances, one in the fall and
one in the spring, provided a good time for
everyone as well as a tidy sum for our
treasury. We were fortunate this year in
having more pubhcity for Richmond girls
than ever before in the Richmond news-
papers.
Our guiding light through this successful
year was Kathleen Cover, our faculty
sponsor. Our officers for the year were the
following: Charlotte Williams, president;
Barbara Caskey, vice-president: Dot Dun-
ford, secretary-treasurer: and Virginia Mc-
Lean, reporter.
First row: McGuirc, McRee. .\. J
Second row: Evans, Johns, Hortu
Third row: Hersman, Crawlord,
Cook, Huff, Harvie, Tanner
Fourth row: Hall, Boggs
in.ngs. McLean, C. Williams, Caske
Ridenour, Haydon, Stanshury
Adams, Staples, Kemp, DesPortes,
,
Sandvig, Pollard
Ferguson, Adknis, Buttcrworth, Emison,
Southwest Virginia Club
T, Southwest Virginia in the college, to work
closely with the alumnae groups, and to
have fun together.
Although we have been slow m starting,
our purposes have been realized. It was a
pleasure to show the various high-school
groups around the campus. They were
quite thrilled over the new science hall
and dormitory. And oh, that maple fur-
niture that the frosh have!
The tea at Easter in Roanoke for the
high-school seniors was a great success.
With annuals and catalogues in abundance
no entertainment was needed. Best of all,
though, was our picnic at Longwood
House. There everyone really got acquaint-
ed. Between bites of hot dogs and sips of
"coke,'' one could catch words like these:
"Oh, you live in— ! Do you know so-and-
so? He's my uncle. Sure is a small world."
This year has been a fine one, but next
year holds promise for a bigger and better
Southwest Virginia Club.
First row: J. CuUip, Lumfden, Murdock, Connelly, Weddle, Peery, Sadler, Pnchctt, Hob.ick, Jennings, Minichan,
Cox, Sutphin
Second row: C. K. Jones, Kitts, J. Smith, McGlothlin, Beavers, F. Creger, Miss Barksdale, Mnseley, Driskill, Garrett,
Hamilton, Karlet, Dernng, Donnelly, Tuggle, McClung
Third row: Webber, Davis, Davidson, C. Cullip, Castros, Crit;cr, Blessing, P. Walker, Harman, S. Creger, Goff,
Lusk, Hudson, Thomas, Karr, Petts, Stanley, Leffel, Johnston, Obenshain, Steele, A. Jones, P. Taylor
HE Southwest Virginia Club is
a new one here, having been formed in ear-
ly December. After the announcement that
all Southwest Virginia students would
meet after supper one night, it was found
that there were sixty-eight of us coming
from those beautiful mountains.
The juke-box dance in February, teatur-
ing the sensational Apple Dance, was the
opening social event of our first year at
Longwood College.
Officers elected at our first meeting were
the following: Frances Creger, president;
Ann Moseley, vice-president; Peg Peery,
secretary; and Eleanor Weddle, treasurer.
Miss Emily Barksdale, a true and loyal
Southwest Virginian, was made our ad-
viser, and during the year she proved to be
our faithful guide.
To be a happy club one must have some
objectives or purposes. Loving our section
of Virginia and our school, we set forth
these purposes: to interest other girls from
Left to right; Castanet Sw ihart, McMullan, First row:
Stone, Bishop, Lacy Second row
Tanner, Hoback, White
got. Stevens. Bishop. McLean, Harvie, Jackson
French and Spanish Clubs
T.HIS has been a wonderful year
for all of us in the Spanish Club. It has
really been fun to work and play together
under the direction or our capable presi-
dent, Anne McMullan, and our sponsor,
Miss Barksdale.
Our regular monthly meetings have been
packed full of songs, skits, and poems. Also
we had a Spanish Club booth at Circus
with some ever-famous peanuts. Then ar-
rived the Christmas fiesta complete with
pinatas, nacamientos, bull fighters, singing
and dancing. Our climax for the year was
our thrilling Spanish movie! With the help
of our Puerto Rican friends—Elba, Isaac,
Edna, and Olga—this has been a success-
ful year in the Spanish Club.
Work for "Le Cercle Francais" began
vigorously in September and has continued
throughout another successful year.
We welcomed Madeliene Bigot from
France, who led us in a study of her home.
Miss Draper, our able faculty adviser, also
has given us both pleasure and instruction.
"Le Cercle Francais" has encouraged
leadership and cooperation among its mem-
bers this year through participation in pro-
grams at the meetings, planning our circus
booth, and giving a French movie and a
sing for the student body. One of the gay-
est festivities of our year was the joint
Christmas party given with the Spanish
Club.
Our officers were the following: Dolores
Hoback, president; Maria Jackson, vice-
president; Helen Tanner, secretary; Bar-
bara White, treasurer; and Celeste Bishop,
reporter.
First row: Seward, Emifon, \1 ( il ( I' 1 Thumas M Mil!cr. Hcndcr- .p.
Second row: E. S. Smith, Lyon KiIl hiriiLi Ramsey, Bolton, Savcdge, B, J. Jcnnnh^-, 1^ Wlutc, \'an Horn
Third row: Gregory, E. Baker, Page Wimbi'ih, Guthrie, Milroy
Fourth row: L. Shelton, Barrow, J. Humphreys, Minichan, S. A. Jones, Karlct, M. Wilson, McClung, J. Palmer,
M. Elizabeth Bennett, E, Hudson
Home Economics Club
'T
L HE Longwood Home Economics
Club, a member of the college-club section
of the American Home Economics Associa-
tion, has had another very eventful year
under the leadership of our officers: Jane
Seward, president; Gladys Savedge, vice-
president; Lillian Shelton, secretary; Fran-
ces Thomas, treasurer; Elsie Rae Page, re-
porter; and Miss Fern Staggs, adviser.
In the spring of the preceding year our
heads swelled as our own Evelyn Farrier
became president of the Virginia State Col-
lege Home Economics Club. We were also
fortunate to have Frances Thomas repre-
sent us at the American Home Economics
Association Convention held in Boston,
Massachusetts, in July, IPS'O. She brought
back many helpful and interesting sugges-
tions.
In October we gave a tea at Miss Staggs'
home to welcome our new members. De-
cember was our busiest month with plum
puddings and fruit cakes to be made and
sold; a basket to be prepared for our fam-
ily, which we adopted also. Evelyn went
to the Province Workshop in Huntington,
Pennsylvania; and Miss Staggs, our adviser,
attended the White House Conference in
Washington, D. C.
In March we attended the meeting of
the State Home Economics Club in Roa-
noke, Virginia. We also gave a tea for the
Farmville, Cumberland, and Worsham F.
H. A. members, March 17. During the
year we sponsored two juke-box dances in
the "Rec" and kept our programs light, in-
formative, and interesting. The climax of
our year was a banquet held in the tea
room in recognition of our seniors. At this
dinner they became members of the A. H.
E. A.
Commercial Club
OINCE 1939 the Commercial Club
has been a growing organization, having as
Its purposes the advancement of learning
and interest in the field of Business Educa-
tion and the promotion of understanding
and fellowship among the members of the
club.
The club consists of two classes of mem-
bership, active and honorary. Students
who major in Business Education are active
members. Faculty members of the Business
Department are honorary members and
form an Advisory Board, from which a
sponsor is elected each year.
In October the club had its customary
booth in Alpha Kappa Gamma Circus. Bal'
loons with each buyer's name painted on
them were a big success. We missed our
Christmas party in December but had one
instead on Washington's Birthday. Also
for social pleasure we had a banquet in
April and a picnic in May.
The club sponsored a juke-box dance in
March. Our big undertaking was a project
on what styles of clothing women have
worn in business since the nineteenth cen-
tury. An exhibit of these styles was dis-
played in the library. We learned much
and had fun.
Officers of the organization are Betty J.
Jones, president: Mary Minta Crowder,
vice-president; Betty Lou Harman, secre-
tary; Jacqueline Ann Moody, treasurer;
Max Acree, reporter. Mr. Christy Snead
acted as sponsor. We are indebted to him
for his help and kindly spirit. We are also
grateful to all members of the Advisory
Board for their participation in our many
activities.
First row: Harman, B. J, Jonef, J. Moody, M. Crowe
Second row: Be\ell, Carter. Oben.^hain. Haynes
Third row: Webber, Toggle, Moseley, Peery
Fourth row: S. Roberts, A. Moody, Butterworth
Fifth row: Saunders, Coleman, S. Dickerson
Sixth row: Gills, Acree, P. Wilson
Seventh row: S. Atkinson, J. Cheatham
Standing: G. Huckstep, Miirdock, Mercer, Mr. Snead
Mddrigdl Singers
I-/VERY Tuesday at four o'clock
taint sounds of harmony could be heard
coming from Room 21. Many hours have
been spent in working out difficult Mad-
rigal music.
The Madrigal singers are made up of ten
carefully selected voices. We had only
eight of our old members back: Winston
Johnson, Sarah Harvie, Joyce Adams, An-
drea Adams, Charlotte K. Jones, Bobbie
Pollard, Ann Moody, and Jane Allen. Our
vacancies were filled by Dolly Wells and
Mary Thomas. Since most of our music is
three-part a capella, a keen sense of music
is needed.
Our first appearance was in the Christ-
mas Concert held in the Longwood dining
room. We sang also in the chapel at Hamp-
den Sydney during the holiday season.
Later in December the Madrigals sang in
the program given for the annual "White
Christmas." The Christmas theme was
carried out through the music of familiar
carols. As has been the custom for many
years, the Madrigals sang several numbers
during the Yuletide banquet. Later the
group led the student body in singing
carols.
This year we invited a number of under-
classmen to work with us and serve as alter-
nates for our regular members. After a
year of apprenticeship, these girls will be
ready to fill the vacancies left by Charlotte.
Bobbie, Joyce, and Andrea, our senior
members.
In the Spring Concert we sang a number
of religious as well as secular numbers.
Madrigal singers closed a very successful
year by singing for the baccalaureate serv-
ice.
Much credit and thanks go to our di-
rector. Dr. John Molnar. His able leader-
ship has brought us through a very fine
year.
First row: Harvie, Bland, Pollard, A. Moody, M. W. Johnson
Second row: Allen, M. C. Thomas. M. Tomlinson, C. K. Jones, Beavers
First row: K. Hamlet, I.-hn, S. L. Bradsha\K, Bland, Duncan
Second row: deSilva, Wcddle. Heavens McGlothlin, Sadler
Third row; C. K. Jones, McClung, Harper
Fourth row: Marker, Home, Lawrence
Fifth row: Fritts, Moore, Matthews, Copley
Sixth row: Tomhnson, Sutton, Boswell
Seventh row: A. Jones, Mahood, Jackson
Jean Carter Watkins
President
w
College
. . E, the members (it the College Choir, are proud
of the accomplishments of the past year. These have been
gained through the able direction of our leader, Dr. John
Molnar, and the hard work and enthusiasm of those who be-
long to this organi2;ation.
In the fall, much time was spent m preparation for our
joint Christmas Concert with the Hampden-Sydney Glee
Club. This concert was presented in the dining hall of Long'
wood College, which was beautifully decorated with pine,
candelabra, and two all-white Christmas trees. Following
this, we led the entire student body in caroling in town. The
First row: Westbrook, PoU.ud, W'atkin-, Stone, Gatlint;, Dodd, Dunlap
Second row: Mattox, E. Hawley, L. Nelson, Harvie, Bigot, McLean
Third row: Dean, Harris, Spencer
Fourth row: Hamilton, Lee
Fifth row: Lewis, J. Adams, Page
Sixth row: Allen, Stringfield
Seventh row: Tomlinson, Goodson
Eighth row: Hoover, Leatherman, R. Browning, B. Johnson
Choir
concert was repeated at Hampderi'Sydney the following
week. The next occasion on our calendar of special events
came on March 1, when we toured to Arlington to perform
with the Arhngton Symphony Orchestra. The success of
this concert was very mspiring. On April 7 we gave our
Spring Concert jointly with the Hampden-Sydney Glee Club.
Our oificers for the year were Jean Carter Watkins,
president; Ann Moody, secretary; and May Henry Sadler,
treasurer. We are grateful to have as our sponsor. Miss
Virgilia Bugg, whose interest inspired us.
JOHX W MuLNAR
Directu,
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
L O know Him and to make
Him known" is the motto of the Longwood
Christian Fellowship. There are chapters
on other college and university campuses
all over the United States. These groups
are composed of Christians of all denomi'
nations who seek to serve Christ on their
campuses.
We met weekly on Thursday afternoons
for group Bible study. The first part of the
year was spent in making an extensive
study of the life of Peter. We saw what
a difference Christ made in Peter's life.
After thus becoming acquainted with Pet'
er, we studied the epistle which he wrote.
Daily prayer meetings were held to support
the work of the group.
Inspiration and encouragement were re
ceived by attending the conference at Ros-
lyn in March. Groups from Virginia and
North Carolina were present. We had
special speakers during the year. In the fall
we had a Christian layman from South
Hill, Dr. Joseph Turner, who led us in two
Sunday afternoon meetings. Also during
the year we had Miss Eileen O'Rourke, of
the China Inland Mission, show us a iilm
entitled "Hope for China." This greatly
broadened our vision of missions. Miss
Anne Childs, regional staff worker, made
us a number of visits during the year. Her
advice, prayers, and suggestions strength-
ened us. We were grateful for the loyal
support of Miss Dorothy Daniel, who
served very capably as our adviser,
Our officers for this year were Peggy
Hoover, Barbara Cotton, Virginia Man-
veil, and Lucille Thompson.
Left to tight: Man
Westminster Fellowship
TiHIS year the work of the
Westminster Fellowship began with a re'
ception given to welcome the new students
of both colleges. The addition of Virginia
Barksdale as pastor's assistant gave us a
very "special" adviser to start the year with.
Mrs. Frank Crawford, Dr. Mclllwaine
Thompson of the College Church, Hamp-
den-Sydney, and the Rev. J. R. Kennedy,
our pastor, have also acted as able advisers.
Under the leadership of Mary Crawford,
president; Gene Randolph, vice-president:
Ginny McLean, secretary; and Sally Brick-
man, treasurer, this year has been one of
inspiration, fun, and fellowship.
On Sunday evenings we have had a
variety of interesting programs, including
a talk by Sam Brust, a Bra^lian student at
LTnion Theological Seminary in Richmond.
During the year Barbara Cotton edited
the Wcst'Fdl Tsjeu's, a bi-weekly news and
editorial sheet. One issue of Varsity Views,
Synod's Westminster Fellowship paper,
was also published by our group.
Among our social activities have been a
picnic, a juke-box dance, and our monthly
supper meetings, held alternately the first
Sunday of each month at Hampden-Syd-
ney and in the Farmville Presbyterian
Church.
Another highlight of the year was the
Fourth Quadrennial Youth Convention in
Auburn, Alabama, between Christmas and
New Year's. Twelve of our members at-
tended, among 1000 delegates and church
leaders from all over the country.
The second semester saw the group
sponsoring a Sunday afternoon school for
the Oak Grove Church, and conducting
the nursery at the Farmville Church during
the Sunday morning church service.
Through these projects and our wonderful
meetings, and with the help of our officers
and advisers, we feel that throughout the
year we have grown spiritually as well as
numerically.
First row: Cook, Leatherman, Bnckm;
Second row: Brown, Booth, M. Wils
Erwir
McL.
Crawford, Tailey, R. Browning, Morton, B. Jenninn
in, Barksdale, Lacy
First row: Everett, O. Coleman, McCombs, Dodd, Mr. French. Dunlap. P TaNloi A Adams, Hallock
Second row: Saunders, E. Rodrique;, Ross, M. Thomas, McElroy. Fritts, Hill, B Roby. B. Wilson, Peery, S. Smith,
Hamilton, Reames, M. D. Wilson, Wiggins, Traynham
Third row: J. Mallory, Davidson, Porter, Beavers, June Foreman, Guthrie, Jackie Foreman, McGlothlin, Fauber, B.
L. Jones, Zitta
Fourth row: 13. Tomlinson, Culpepper, L. Nelson. Foster, P. Perkins, Robertson, Brothers, V. Due, B. Cullip, F.
Harris
Fifth row: Barber, E. Hawley, Marker, Cheatham, Woolndge, M. A. Oliver
Sixth row: Partridge, Dunford, Honevcutt, Bland, Barrow, L. Shelton
Ot
Wesley Foundation
'UR year began well with a
banquet for the freshmen. At this time the
new students were introduced to the of'
ficers of the Wesley Club; president, Jo
Ann McCombs; Vice-president, Andrea
Adams; secretary, Bobbie Dodd: treasurer,
Pat Taylor; student secretary, Marian Hal-
lock. Mr. Myers, our friend and pastor,
spoke a few words of welcome.
Every month members of our group at-
tended State Student conferences at vari-
ous colleges throughout the state. At
Christmas time many were on hand for the
big party in the gym. Often we were fortu-
nate to have speakers from the University
of Virginia to talk to our group. Any Sat-
urday night girls gathered at the center and
had a tafty pull or a sing, or just sat around
and talked. Our conference in March was
really inspiring with speakers from Duke
and other attractions.
During this year we have really been
busy with our newly organized drama
guild. We even presented a number of
skits for our programs. Also the choir has
added greatly to the evening services.
With such a fine start there is no rea-
son why next year can't be the best year
the Wesley Foundation has ever had on
this campus. As every year draws to a
close, we feel joy for the friendship and
fellowship shared, but sorrow for the loss
of our seniors, whose leadership and guid-
ance we shall miss. The Wesley Founda-
tion wishes them success in years to come.
First row seated: Hoover. Acree, Wade
Second row seated: M. Tomlinson, Doll, D. Burnett, S. Dickerson, Gatling, P. Joyner, Savedge, A. Moore
Third row seated: Harper, Stone, Home, Roberts, Owen, Weddle, Gamble, K. Moore, Seward
Fourth row standing: A. Crowder, Price, Stringfield, Bryant, Baber, Sutton, Graube, C. Anderson, Conley, Mercer,
Booker, Perkins, Goode, Koch
Fifth row standing: West, Oakley. M. Burnette, Mary Miller, B. Carter, Bell, E. Boswell, M. Thompson, Richardson.
A. Thomas
Baptist Student Union
"B. S. U.—How much yonve meant to me,
Fellowship with fol}{s so full of glee.
Serious times and wholesome fun,
Listen. fol\s, we've just begun
To tell you aV the things we've done . . ."
Jl ES, the Baptist Student Union
has experienced a year just packed full of
inspiring events, beginning in September
with the Pre-School Retreat at Camp
Green Bay with Rev. Johannes Arndt, Ger-
man Youth Leader, as guest. Then there
was our playlet foi- the freshmen, presented
with the "Spirit of B. S. U." Later came
many events: Miss Slater's visit, the Youth
Revival with the Rev. Jack Noffsinger and
Mr. John Houghton, the memorable week'
end at our State Convention at Bluetield
with our bus load of girls, and of course,
the FUMA boys—Scott Hutton saying,
"Here I stand." We remember Student
Night at Christmas, our candymaking
party and our Carol Service at the jail,
Cheerful Cherub Week and our trying not
to gripe, "June in January" Open House
for Mr. Winders and Mr. Gow. Then fol-
lowed Vocational Emphasis Week with
Rippy leading the ATOMS so that we
wouldn't be LOPH. Also came Freshman
Week and Nicky, the Local Spring Retreat
at Longwood Estate, and the State Spring
Retreat at WiUiamsburg and then—Ridge-
crest. These we remember as highlights of
our year in B. S. U.
Our faithful leaders, Peakie and Mr.
Bruner, never failed to challenge and sup-
port us. We are grateful for their guid-
ance. Our president this year has been Max
Acree. Other officers were Shirley Rob-
erts, Gladys Savedge. Elizabeth Stone, Page
Joyner, Annie Lee Owen, Eleanor Weddle,
Ann Crowder, Sarah Dickerson, Joyce
Gatling, Frances Harper, Dot Burnett,
Kitty Moore, Dee Hoover, Barbara Booker,
and Dolly Home.
Newman Club
O.'UR club began its new year on
the Longwood campus with an invitation
from Father MacCarthy to all the new
Cathohc students to join the club. Later
on, one of our first social activities was a
dinner which was held in the former Black-
stone College, and at which were present
many of the young people of Blackstone.
Martha Sanford presided over our meet-
ings during the first semester. Because
Martha did not expect to return, we elect-
ed Olga Rodriquez to serve as president
until the end of the year. Betty Hoffman
is the secretary-treasurer of the club.
Father MacCarthy, who was busily
working on plans and preparations for the
church being built here in Farmville and
the one to be built in Blackstone, could not
be with us, and Father Silk capably helped
us solve our problems and carry on our dis-
cussions. At these meetings, held every
Monday afternoon at "i o'clock, we dis-
cussed and studied the Bible and the Cate-
chism, and were further instructed in the
mysteries of the Holy Mass. Several times
the Newman Club from Hampden-Sydney
met with us here at Longwood to join us
in our discussions.
During the course of the year we were
invited several times to have dinner with
Father MacCarthy and Father Silk at their
home in Blackstone. For the regular spring
activity we planned a picnic to be held at
Longwood Estate. With this we com-
pleted our year. We look forward to next
year, when we shall meet in the recreation
rooms of our new church.
Seated: O Rudrique:, Hoffman, deSilva
Standing: Bre;lin. Supcoe, Joseph
Orchesis
O,'UR dance year crowded itself
into one semester as far as club events were
concerned. We started slowly, treading
lightly until our first buying spree. We
bought new jersey costumes for the second
time in the club's history. These prepared
us for our two major events, which coin'
cided—Recital and Dance Day.
We visited schools, demonstrating and
teaching high'school girls in Victoria, Ken'
bridge, Buckingham, South Hill, and Chase
City. It was an experience in itself, watch-
ing the changing expressions on eager faces.
Preparation for the recital held on
March 17 was a lengthy process, but the
result proved to be most successful. We
included both group and solo parts: "Greet'
ing," "Folk Sing," "Folk Walk," "Doodle
Portraits," "Phobias," "I Have a Willowy
Soul." We also did a small portion of the
stirring novel— "The Wise In Heart."
First row: Lewis, Higgs, McRee, Calvo, Farmer
Second row: Stansbury, Rodriquez, Hayes, E
March, also, saw us mooning into space
about our performance at the Mosque for
the Southern Music Educator's Associa-
tion. We had to scale our physical selves
to tit Kate Greenway proportions for a
dancing class on a plantation between 1810
and 1840. We were quite proud of our
prc'classic dance suite, which exemplified
harpsichord days.
Then came May Day on May '), and we
turned dance's pages farther back. We
found a legendary being in Edith Duma as
she portrayed the C2;ech peasant girl danc
ing the polka for the iirst time. As mem'
bers of a Paris ballet troupe with a dancing
master, we won everybody's admiration.
We completed a most successful year
under the leadership of our charming ad'
viser, Mrs. Emily K. Landrum, and of our
capable officers: Marian Beckner, presi'
dent: secretarytreasurer, Edith Duma: and
costume chairman, Jean Ridenour.
Cotillion Club
1 HIS year has been one of the
most successful in the history of the Cotil-
lion Club, the social dance organisation on
our campus.
In the fall, twentyone bids were given
to upperclassmen, and in the spring, ninety-
five freshmen were asked to become mem-
bers. For a week those accepting bids
proudly wore the traditional yellow rib-
bons around their ankles. But they were
full-fledged members only after they had
endured a week of "goating," our period of
initiation, which was held in the spring
for girls accepting bids in both the fall and
spring semesters.
Cotillion members lived a life of leisure
during goat week. The goats kept them
well supplied with snacks and provided
maid service as well as good entertainment.
Our annual Cotillion Club dance was
held on April 21, 1951, and featured
Claude Thornhill. The gym was beauti-
fully decorated by our enthusiastic goats.
Attractive programs were given each mem-
ber as she walked in the figure. We made
the week-end an even greater one with our
party and other events. This was the first
year in our history in which any entertain-
ment other than the formal dance has been
provided for members and their dates, and
we hope we have begun a tradition, be-
cause our programs were successes.
The Cotillion Club progressed during
the year under the capable leadership of
our president, Jeanne Farmer. Charlotte
Williams was our figure leader at our an-
nual dance. Jill Pifer served ably as our
business manager, with Mildred Evans as
our efficient secretary-treasurer. Mr. Boyd
Coyner was our faculty adviser.
Sarah Ann Junes and Harriet Minichan chat with Mr. Coyner
Iris Sutphm. Nancye Gillie, Fran Minter, and Chic Ritchie await their turn in the receiving line at Spring Cotillion.
Left to right: Mildred Evans, secretary-treasurer; Jeanne Farmer, president: Jill Piter, business manager; Charlotte Williams, figure leader.
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Left to right: McRee, Mahood, Lynch, Shelton, Gravely, Agnew, Brewbaker
MEMBERS
Helen Agnew
Sue Brewbaker
Betsy Gravely
Ann Lynch
Betty McP.ee
Romine Mahood
Margaret Ann Shelton
Officers of Athletic Association:
Standing: Miss Her
Seated: Poarch, Lynch, N. Walker
7<!& /itAietic^
First row: lylcr. Lynch, M. Crovvdci
Second row: E. Ahbitt, N. Bradshaw, A. Crowder, Castros, Webb, B. Abbitt, Williams
Kennon, Poarch, Browning
Third row: Livesay, Dalton, Ricks. Borum, Harvic, Gravely, A. Biddlccomb, Gillie, Mali
Bcckner, N. Walker
Ridcnou
lod, MlS!
jggs, Egerton,
, Stnngfellow,
Athletic Association
Athletics . a ™,pr pan of
Longwood. The new students of ''5'0-''5'l
immediately caught the enthusiasm and in'
terest displayed by upperclassmen and
joined in the activities with the true Long-
wood spirit. A Sports Demonstration was
held at the beginning of the year to ac-
quaint new students with the sports on
campus. The following pages contain a
glimpse of these activities and the success-
ful year that we have had.
The council wishes to thank all for their
splendid sportsmanship and interest. To
Miss Her we extend our deep appreciation Marian Higgs aims lui the bull's cy
for her services as our indispensable ad'
viser.
Longwood's varsity basketball team
saw a successful year under the leader-
ship of Rachael Peters as captain and
Shirley Livesay as manager.
Class volleyball games ran close on the
heels of basketball. Girls hurried to com-
plete their eight practices needed to be
ehgible to play for their classes. Man-
agers of volleyball this year were Helen
Egerton and Peggy Harris.
Archery came with spring time. Girls
spent hours on the A. A. Field, bow and
arrow in hand, shooting for the "bulFs-
eye." The manager of spring archery
events was Nancye Gillie.
Fine sportsmanship was exhibited by
both colors in the archery matches and volleyball games. The winners proudly collected
points toward putting their colors on the cup.
In this review of sports, mention should be made of the duties of the A. A. Council.
Included on the Council are the Executive Committee and the managers of all sports, both
varsity and class teams. These managers work with the captains of individual teams to
see that activities are carried through as scheduled.
Volleyball practice
First row: J. J. Hudson, L. Mann, P. Sanford, Webb, Tyler, Peters, Beckner, Borum, Ridcnour, Kennon, Lynch
Second row: Moore, M. Crowder, Koch, Wente, Hodges, Livesay, Baber, Vaughan, Wiatt
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First row: Beckner, Peters, A. Biddlecomb, Tyler, Ridcnour, Borum
Second row Lynch. A. Ramsey, Tnnkle, Kcnnon, Webb, Dalton
Varsity Hockey, Tennis
1 HE first sport in the fall was
hockey. The varsity team spent many
hours at hard practice on the A. A. Field
and was rewarded by winning a game over
Norfolk Division and scoring a tie with
Roanoke College. Ann Biddlecomb, Clara
Borum, Nell Bradshaw, and Sue Webb
were chosen to represent Longwood at the
Allied East West Hockey Tournament at
Sweet Briar in October. Ann, who served
as captain of Longwood's varsity team, was
chosen captain of the Allied East Team.
Near the end of this year's calendar, we
found the tennis courts full of tennis en'
thusiasts. Nancye Gillie and Clara Borum
are to be congratulated on being semi'final-
ists in the fall singles. Left to right: Borum, Gillie
Left to right: Gravely, Crowder, Lynch, Eserton, G
Blazer Awards
^'W,E will put our colors on the cup," sang
the Red and Whites and the Green and Whites! Com'
petition was heavy, for every class hoped to have its
colors hanging on the traditional color cup for all to see.
Congratulations to the proud winners!
The outstanding individual award of the year was
the presentation of blazers to seniors. The white bla2,er
recogni2,ed outstanding participation in a variety of
sports; the blue blazers stood for noted participation in
one or two sports.
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Left to right: Moody, Williams, Harding. Kemp, Gilman, Gillie. Creger. Crowder, Ricks, Ridenour
Figure, clockwise: Agnew, Le\vi«, Ritchie, Walker, Gravely, Jamison, Beckner
HO Club
TiHE H^O Club began the year
by electing Miss Rebecca Brockenbrough,
a new member of the Physical Education
staff, as faculty adviser. She brought many
new ideas and proved a real leader in our
many activities.
In the fall the club chose Marian Beck-
ner and Jean Ridenour to head its annual
swimming pageant. It was through their
hard work and efforts, with the coopera-
tion of all club members, that our show
was a success. The theme was built around
Christmas symbols. Through water-ballet
figures and special routines we illustrated
snow flakes, Christmas trees, poinsettias,
jingle bells, and candy canes. There were
the traditional fancy divers, clowns, and a
Santa Claus to entertain between acts. The
finale was the formation of an HjO with
candles. We wish to give many thanks to
the non-members who worked with us.
In the spring the Virginia State Inter-
collegiate Telegraphic Swimming Meet was
sponsored by Longwood College; however,
only Madison College and we took part.
Then in March our student swimming in-
structor, Nancy Walker, worked with the
Red Cross in preparing us for an instruct-
or's course.
In April the Convention of the Virginia
Athletic Federation of College Women
Vv'as held at Longwood College ^ For enter-
tainment the club was asked to present its
pageant a second time. This was another
of our successes. The pageant increased
our treasury to such an extent that we had
a formal banquet at Longwood Estate. This
was the first of its kind, and we hope it
will be repeated in the future.
Nancye Gillie, our president, and Jeanne
Gilman, secretary-treasurer, proved very
capable leaders. We were proud of them
and of our club.
L HE Monogram Club's main
purpose is to stimulate interest in sports
and to recognize athletic ability, scholar-
ship, and sportsmanship. We select as mem-
bers those girls who are most outstanding
in furthering this purpose.
In October new members were elected
into the club. They included Jean Riden-
our, Marian Beckner, Nancy Walker, Shir-
ley Livesay, Nell Dalton, Edith Kennon,
Eleanor Weddell, Helen Egerton, Erma
Poarch, Bunnie Ricks, Isaac Velazquez,,
Jesse Carson, Rachael Peters, Shirley Blox-
ton. Dot Dunford, Charlotte Wilhams.
Bobbie Pollard, Illene Russell, Ann Biddle-
comb, Marjorie Hood, and Peggy Harris.
Our initiation ceremony for them was held
in the cabin at Longwood Estate and was
followed by a picnic supper. The follow-
ing day, old and new members wore the
club's colors, blue and white, and their
monograms.
During Color Rush we were busy selling
red and green hockey sticks to each class.
This increased the enthusiasm of each per-
son as she sported her colors to the hockey
games and races. Dot Dunford and Shirley
Bloxton were responsible for making our
circus booth a huge success. The booth was
decorated in blue and white with the L C
monogram in the background.
On February 17 we sponsored "Red and
White Day"; on March 1? we sponsored
"Green and White Day." On these days
we sold hearts and shamrocks to the class
members. Indeed, class spirit grew.
The cabin at Longwood was again our
responsibility, and we found the organiza-
tions signing up for its use on the week-
ends.
The old members included Marian Higgs,
president; Patty Walker, secretary-treas-
urer; Sue Brewbaker, Mary Crowder,
Nancye Gillie, Betsy Gravely, Anne Lynch,
Romine Mahood, and June Ritchie. Miss
Her served as our helpful adviser.
The Monogrdm Club
Letter L: Ridenour, Ritchie, P. Walker, N. W^ilker, Mahood, Ricks, Gravely. Poarch, Polhird, Egerton, Higgs, Beck-
ner, Dalton
Letter C: Hood, Harris, Kennon, Lynch, Crowder, Dunford, Bloxton, Russell, Weddle, Gillie, Williams, Biddlecorab,
Velasquez, Livesay, Peters
First row: Elmore, Peace, Pillow, Thompson
Second row: Dr. Frazer, Shaw, Smallwood, Overbey, Shevick, Orange, Clark, Hutter, Carter, Mr. French
Men's Basketball
TiHE thirteen men composing the
Longwood College Pioneers have attempt'
ed to bring participation in one of the out'
standing collegiate sports within the grasp
of the male students of this college. Small
in number, the team has played under some-
what adverse conditions and in many
games opposed teams far above them in
rating; nevertheless, they have sought in
both victory and defeat to adhere to fair
and sportsmanlike conduct in all of their
activities.
Although most of their games resulted
in defeats, the Pioneers exhibited good
training and comparative strength when,
in challenging the Medical College of Vir-
ginia Medicos in the second game of the
Pioneer season, they accomplished what
many of the Medicos' opponents failed to
do in the ensuing season—they held the
Medical College team to a maximum of
eighty points—a record not equalled by
numerous larger teams. This same strength
they utih7,ed in their contests with the Fer-
rum Junior College and Lynchburg CoUege
Junior Varsity teams and came within a
few points of victory.
The team profited in the 1950-1951 sea-
son by the addition of several new men,
among them Bob WiUiams, senior transfer
student from Elon College; Jerry Shevick,
Duke University graduate and Pioneer co-
captain; Bill Overbey and Bill Carter, for-
wards; and Johnny Peace and Forest Pil-
low, towering centers. These men were
supported by players of former Pioneer ex-
perience: Ned Orange, co-captain center;
Jimmy Thompson, Harold Hutter, James
Clark, and Shep Elmore, guards; and Bob-
by Bradshaw and Lester Smallwood, for-
wards. The Pioneers sustained the loss of
six of their best players during the season
and terminated the season with only seven
members.
Members oF Pan-Hellenic Council:
Firft row: Tuggle, L. Shelton, Livesay
Second row: P. Taylor, M. Thomas. A. Joyner, Pifer
7<^ 0^icdi^
Left to right: Pollard, McRce, Watkins, Lewis, Farmer, Williams, Shelton, B. Jones, Stansbury, C. K. Jones
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Founded Longwood College, 1 898
WiITH fading suntans and mem-
ories of a wonderful vacation, the Sigmas
were back together. Betty Mac and Care
hne were teUing us of their experiences at
the Sigma National Convention at Edge-
water Beach, Chicago. We were all proud
of Caroline, who was one of the two
pledges initiated at the convention.
Proudly we claimed our leaders: Jeanne
Farmer, president of Cotillion: Charlotte
Williams, president of Richmond Club and
figure leader of Cotillion; Margaret Ann,
dining-room hostess: Jean Carter, president
of the Choir: Betty Jones, president of the
Commercial Club and secretary of the
senior class; Marian, president of Orchesis;
Bobbie, president of House Council; Jean
Ridenour, president of the junior class:
Betty Mac, Student Government Repre-
sentative. We were excited when Alpha
Kappa Gamma tapped Betty Mac and
Charlotte K. Jones, who was editor of the
ViRGiNi.AN. Later in the year Jean R. and
Charlotte W. were also tapped. Charlotte
Jones and Bobbie were chosen for Who's
Who; Jean R. was elected Queen of Junior
Dance, and Pat was an attendant, as well
as dance chairman.
Again we were proud of our May Court
material. Our own Charlotte Jones was
May Queen with Charlotte W., Jean R.,
and Margaret Taylor as her attendants.
Hilda was chairman of May Day.
Fall rushing brought us our prize, Mar-
garet Taylor. Spring rushing was really a
big event. We were very lucky. The won-
derful pledges were Nancy Adkins, Betty
Benton, Fifl Carter, Blanton Ferguson,
Molly Hersman, June Horton, Liz Hoskins,
Nancy Huff, June Johns, and Nat Lan-
caster.
School was over again. Before we said
goodby to everyone, we gave our thanks to
our officers: Betty Mac, president; Mary
Jane, vice-president; Betty Jones, treasurer;
Marian, recording secretary: and Connie,
corresponding secretary. Most of all we
thank Miss Kate Trent, our friend and ad-
viser, whom we all love.
Tup picture: Kicieubdum, Pullaid. Muucluui, Karlet, Brothers, Staiu-bur
Middle picture: Tuggle. Beckner, Ridenour, Harding, Rice
Bottom picture: Jones, Taylor, Van Horn
Kappa Delta
Founded Longwood College, 1897
Oi'UR wonderful vacation was
hardly gone when we Kappa Deltas started
a whirlwind of activities under the capable
guidance of Helen Connelly, president;
Nancy Walthall, vice-president; Helen
Smith, secretary: Minta Critzer, treasurer;
Ann Moody, assistant-treasurer; and Maria
Jackson, editor.
Which of our chapter's "wheels" shall
we mention first? Ginny McLean and Cas-
key were co-chairmen for the sophomore
circus stunt in October, and Maria and
Caskey represented their classes on the
court. Lucy Page represented the sopho-
more class on the Student Government
Council. Pi Delta Epsilon, of which Mary
Leigh and Jean Smith are officers, extend-
ed bids to four of us, and Kappa Delta Pi
invited three among us to become members.
Becky was treasurer of the junior class, and
"Bootie" served as secretary of the Ath-
letic Association. "Hoey" was president of
the French Circle.
Alpha is proud of its new pledges! Bar-
bara Caskey and Rebecca Mann joined us
m the fall. In the spring, we welcomed
Nancy Driskill, Betty Collier, Janet Wig-
gins, Sarah Leatherman, Betty Frances
Gillette, Mary Denny Wilson, Pat Alt-
wegg, Mary Elva Robinson and Frances
William as sisters.
The chapter room looked lovely for the
senior dance. Our thanks go to Bob and
"Hoey," who went to the woods and
brought back a beautiful tree and some
greens for decorations.
Honorable mention should go at this
point to our recently tapped Alpha Kappa
Gamma members: Mary Leigh, Jean Smith,
and Maria Jackson. Highest praise and
deepest thanks are due also to Mrs. Fred-
rick Morse, our province president, to our
alumnae, and to our sponsors, who helped
us to make this year one of the best ever
for Kappa Delta.
Left tu neht- H Smith, Wood, Pifer, Meredith, J. Smith, Connelly, Walthall, Crawford, Moody, Critier, Jackson
Top picture: First row: J .Smith, Pitor. A Moody, J.ickx.n
Second row: H. Smith, Morton, Mereditli, Lacy
Middle picture: First row: Hoback, Pcarch
Second row: Connelly, Walthall, L. Hall
Bottom picture: Mann, McLean, Caskey, C. Bishop, L. Hall, Tanner, Partrid
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First row: Sutphin, Minter, Gillie
Second row: Mahood, Ritchie, Kemp, Ev ins, Agnew, McMullan, Muody
Alphd Sigmd Alpha
Founded Lonowood Collcac. 1901
AflFTER summer's tun and frolic,
we scooped the dust from the chapter
room and began the year with many
plans. By fall we had ushered in Jo Ann
Yow and Eddie Ann Abbitt, whom we
were glad to have. We were twenty
two strong then. And all over the campus
ASA gals were found peeping around
hockey sticks, student government gavels,
and basket balls—receiving honors and of-
fices, too. Agnew, Romine, and "B. B."
served as president, viccpresident, and sec-
retary of Student Government. Several
ASA's were tapped by AKG, presided
over by Romine Mahood, and Who's Who
took some of our seniors. Mary Brame did
a wonderful job as general chairman of our
Founders' Day banquet, November 15,
and the whole affair was thoroughly de-
lightful.
Christmas found our room bursting with
decorations and looking the spirit of Yule-
tide for our Christmas party, which was
made a happy affair by providing clothes,
toys, and food for a needy family.
The new semester found us again full of
rushing plans. We were happy to gain
Mary Evelyn Bennett, Ehsabeth Brown-
ing, Gaynelle Davidson, Peggy Jones, Jackie
Lackey, Jean Pearce, and Patsy Sanford.
Then there was the cabin party in April.
What a time! And our annual State Day
was held here at Longwood. May Day was
represented by Romine as maid of honor,
and Kemp and Fran on the court.
Our thanks go to our leaders — Ann
Kemp, our president; Shirley Livesay and
Nancye Gillie, vice-presidents: Millie
Evans, secretary; and Betty Scott Borkey,
treasurer. Again we extend our heartfelt
gratitude to our Miss Wall for her words
of counsel and cheer. Our year would not
be complete without her inspiration.
Top picture: First row: M. Wilson. M.ihood
Second row: Ritchie, J. Moody, Gillie, Brame, Livesay, Agnew, M. Evans
Middle picture: Kemp, Minter, Ricks, M. Hood. Sutphin
Bottom picture: E. Abbitt. Hundley, McMullan, Yow, R, Browning, Borkey, Barnes
Zeta Tdu Alpha
Founded Lonzivood College. 1898
OEPTEMBER found nineteen
Zetas eagerly cleaning the room. Each had
numerous experiences to tell, especially
Mary B. Smith, who had represented us at
the Zeta Convention at Mackinac Island,
Michigan. There she met Zetas from
eighty-nine chapters all over the United
States.
The first big project of our school year
was fall rushing. We went to work with
vigor and proudly claimed Jean Jinnett and
Janice Pinkard.
Zeta began a new tradition this year—
a
party for each sorority on campus. Cokes
and nabs, ice cream and ginger ale, a "cof'
fee-pot," and charades made a big success.
We happily welcomed with another party
Miss Leola Wheeler, Zeta's former adviser,
back from Hawaii. It seemed like old times
to us all.
Christmas brought tun for everyone
with a beautifully decorated room to show
our dates at senior dance reception. Our
Firft row: Lyon, Butterwoith, Smith, Oilman, Jones
Second row: Henderson, Crc;^er, Bradshaw
cheer was so exhilarating that we decided
to spread that cheer by preparing a Christ-
mas basket for a needy family.
We had lost some sisters, new and old,
at the first of the year, and we regretfully
said good-bye to Kappy Bishop, who trans-
ferred the second semester to the Medical
College of Virginia. Spring rushing
brought us six new Zeta sisters: Sara Lou
Bradshaw, Mary Ann Breslin, Mason
Moore, Ann McCracken, Jean Newcomb,
and Ethel Straw. No one could have been
prouder than we.
In April our Mother-Daughter banquet,
followed by a cabin party, was held. How
pleasant it was to see Mother share in a
Zeta tradition!
For a happy year we thank our presi-
dent, Janie; vice-president, Mary Jo: secre-
tary, Garbee: treasurer, Frances Creger; his-
torian, Mary B.; ritual chairman, Claudia:
rush chairman, Sadie; and Pan-Hellenic
representative, Margaret.
Top picture: A. Junes. Kan. E. Smith, Lee
Middle picture: M. J. Smith, S. Creger, Karr, Kunkler
Bottom picture: Kunkler, Pinkard, M. J. Smith, Jinnett, Wright, Garhee
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First niw EijLrtMn LtimK Lvnch
Second row Peer\, Crowder, W csthrook Higgs, Walker
Pi Kappd Sigma
FoHiided Michigan State J^ormal School, 1894
In September of IQ'i'O, we all re-
turned to our Longwood campus; the sum-
mer had ended. Those first few weeks were
busy ones, with cleaning the chapter room
and making it ready for the fall rush par-
ties. We were thrilled with the girls we
won: Betty, Billie, Higgs, Carolyn, Mo,
and Pritch. We were happy, too, to have
Connie Blankenship, a transfer from Madi-
son.
We really beamed when Buddy Walker
stepped out before the crowd as ringmaster
at Circus. We beamed again when she was
chosen as an attendant on the court of the
Queen of Hearts at Junior dance.
November 17, our Founders' Day, we
celebrated with the traditional ceremony
and breakfast. We also wore our colors to
commemorate the day Pi Kap was born.
Our seniors made us proud, as Sue Brew
was recognized by Alpha Kappa Gamma;
Betsy, Mary, Sue, Lynch, and Egerton
were awarded blazers. Lynch and Betsy
were chosen to appear in Who's Who in
American Colleges, and Higgs was elected
co-chairman of May Day. We were happy,
too, when Lynch, Betsy, Sue Brew, Anne
Mitchell, Frances Turner, and Murphy
were chosen as representatives on May
Court.
In March we welcomed to our sister-
hood "Boop," Stokes, Moneda, Betty Lou,
Nell, Barbara, Turner, and Jeanne. We
are proud of them.
At the end of a wonderful year we bade
a sad farewell to our seniors. With sincere
gratitude we paid tribute to our beloved
adviser. Miss Olive Her; our patrons, Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Graham: and to our of-
ficers of the year: Mary Crowder, presi-
dent; Helen Egerton, vice-president; Vir-
ginia Westbrook, recording secretary; Pat-
ty Walker, corresponding secretary; Peg
Peery, treasurer; and Sue Brewbaker, Pan-
Hellenic representative.
Top picture: Babbitt, Moseley, Prichett, Higgs, Harvic, Haydon
Middle picture: First row: Brown, Motley, Dunlap. F. Turner
Second row: Humphries, Cook, Lusk, Sadler, N. Walker, McCready, Dalton, Korbach
Bottom picture: N. Bradshaw, Murphy, Webb, Spindler
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Alpha Sigma Tau
Founded Michigan State l^ormal School, J 899
OEPTEMBER brought to the Al-
pha Sigma Taus much excitement and
talk of summer festivities. Everyone was
once again together, we thought, until we
took a second look and found our numbers
greatly decreased by graduation and by
matrimony. Still the remaining AST's
were full of brilliant ideas and plans for the
year.
Out of these plans came our first big
event of the year, fall rushing, which
brought us four new Taus: Margie Hall,
Helen Castros, Kitty Hamlet, and Frances
Thomas. Next we were pleased to have as
our guest Mrs. Robinson, our national
president, whom we all admired. We soon
began making preparations for our Found'
ers' Day celebration and banquet. What a
success!
Before leaving for Christmas holidays,
we had our party. We had fun singing
carols and exchanging gifts. Decorating
the tree had been fun, and the chapter
room really looked lovely for the senior
dance intermission party.
After Christmas we found ourselves re-
decorating. Fresh paint and draperies did
wonders for our room. We were pleased.
Even more we were pleased with our sweet
new AST's: Anita Belle Bagley, Lou Beav
ers, Joanna Biddlecomb, Elizabeth Boswell,
Lois Cramer, Patricia Donnally, Adrian
Jennings, Betty Ann Johnston, Nancy Pur-
dum, Margaret Steele, Demetra Steger,
Jane Tick, and Lee Wood. Spring found
all of us tramping to the cabin for a week'
end frolic: no sleep but much fun, eating
and playing.
On May Court, we were proud to claim
Kitty Hamlet and Margaret Steele. My,
they looked pretty!
In June we reluctantly bade farewell to
our beloved seniors: Ann Biddlecomb,
Gerry Newman, and Emma Mae Pittard.
Thanks go to our leaders: Emma Mae, our
president; Sally Brickman, vice-president;
Ann Biddlecomb, secretary; and Gerry,
treasurer. We hold deep affection and
gratitude for our adviser. Miss Bedford.
Top picture: Taylor. M, Johnson, \V. Johnson, Kile, Hancock, Winglicld
Middle picture: Pittard, Brickman, Miller. Newman, Biddlecomb
Bottom picture: Castros, Thomas, Obenfhain, Hamlet, Hall
Left to right : So Ac'cc, Burncttc, Spcncc Harper
Thetd Sigma Upsilon
Founded Kansas State Teachers Colleoe. 1921
September of this year found
us an eager group of Thetas, ready to start
a full, happy year. We missed those sisters
who had graduated in June, but fall rush-
ing brought us two wonderful new sisters:
"Chris" Davis and Fran Harper.
In October, we won the Scholarship
Plaque for the fourth consecutive year, and
it became our very own "for keeps." We
celebrated Christmas with a party in the
Chapter room and sent a large box of toys
to the children in the Polio Ward at Med-
ical College of Virginia.
This year we were a group of busy girls
sharing in campus activities of various
types. Georgia Bailey was business man-
ager of the Virginian: Fran Harper served
as business manager of the Colonnade. June
Foreman was secretary of the Y. W. C. A.
Evelyn Farrier attended the Regional Home
Economics Club, and we were overjoyed
when she was elected president of the State
Club. Jane Seward was the president of
our local Home Ec. Club. Max Acree was
very busy with May Day, serving as busi-
ness manager this year. We were very
proud of Anne Burnette, who was treas-
urer of the senior class and was recognized
by Alpha Kappa Gamma in the fall. "Gin"
Spencer served this year as president of the
Y. W. C. A. and was elected to be includ-
ed in "Who's Who." She is also a member
of Alpha Kappa Gamma.
After spring rushing we happily wel-
comed twelve new pledges: Mary Bennett,
Margie Davis, Maxine Dize, Marjorie
Fore, Virginia McGlothlin, Bessie Mat-
thews, Diane Murray, Gay Power, Bar-
bara Robertson, Faith Smith, Betty Stan-
ley, and Bilhe Tomlinson.
Our very efficient officers this year were
the following: president, Georgia Bailey;
vice-president, June Foreman; recording
secretary. Branchy Fristoe; treasurer. Max
Acree; editor, Virginia Spencer: and Pan-
Hellenic representative, Lillian Shelton.
These girls made this one of the best years
of our lives. Our greatest appreciation goes
also to our ever understanding adviser,
Mrs. Josephine Phillips, whose help and en-
thusiasm helped us along the way.
Top picture: Davis, Gamble, Graube, Baimw
Middle picture: Watts, Fristoe, Humphreys, Weddle
Bottom picture: Richardson, Shelton
Delta Sigma Epsilon
Founded Miami Umvcrsnw 1914
OEPTEMBER again! A happy
day it was when, once again, the Delta Sigs
greeted each other with their great summer
adventures. Eloise and Li? were just burst'
ing with news and excitement from Con-
clave. Our National Founders'' Day ritual
was held in the chapter room September 24
with a party afterward.
We were very proud of our officers for
the year. They were the following: presi'
dent, Eloise Hodges; vice-president, Frances
Ann Ramsey; recording secretary, Mary
Anna Oliver; corresponding secretary, Vir'
ginia Dare Woody; and treasurer, Liz
Stone. Besides our officers we had the won-
derful guidance of Miss Winnie Hiner, our
sponsor. No one could have been sweeter
or more thoughtful than she.
Fall rushing brought us Paige Bunn,
Joyce Gatling, and Audra Hawkins. To
show our new sisters how happy we were,
we gave them a hat party in the chapter
room. It was a great success.
Our room was so pretty for the Christ-
mas party that we started to leave the dec-
orations up all year. There were surprises
for everyone. After Christmas we strug-
gled through exam week. With all this be-
hind us, we started a new semester. We
were delighted with spring rushing and our
ten new pledges: Virginia Berry, Nellie
Lucy, Ann Mallory, Sue Ohver, Jackie
Palmer, Nancy Park, Shirley Roby, Mary
Frances Spurlock, Wilma Spurlock, and
Martha Wilson.
We were sorry to lose Jean ElHott, who
left us at Christmas, but she is happily
married now, and we wish her a very
prosperous future. It looks as if every-
body's fancy turned to love this year. Ann
and Inez, received VPI miniatures; Vir-
ginia Dare received a diamond; and Frances
Ann was pinned.
This spring we celebrated our Alpha Psi
Founders' Day in May. Now we reluc-
tantly bid farewell to Eloise, Ann, Nancy
H., Mary Anna, and Betsy. The rest of us
will be back next year to continue our good
times.
Top picture: Wooldridsc Bevell, Michael. Oliver, Stone
Middle picture: Catling, Harris, Hawkins, Ramsey
Bottom picture: Joyner, Bunn, Elliot, Hawkins, Woody, Hodges, Hayr
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First row: Mr. Myers, Clark. McUintic, Hu
Second row: Elmore, Scott, Orange, Shaw, Cook, Hutti
Tau Theta Pi
Founded Lonowood Collcoc. 1 950
T.AU Theta Pi, a social fraterni'
ty for men on the campus, was organised
last spring and is completing its first full
year of activity.
Jimmy Thompson, Harold Hutter, Jim'
my Clark, and Berman Scott composed a
committee which had as its function the
laying of the foundation for our fraternity.
A constitution was drawn up and ratified.
The following charter officers were elected:
Ned Orange, president: Shep Elmore, vice
president; James Clark, secretary; and Ber-
man Scott, treasurer. Mr. Norman O.
Myers was chosen as our sponsor.
Our first problem upon returning to
school in the fall was to find a club room.
Dr. Lancaster came to our rescue by giving
us the use of an unoccupied classroom, a
room needing considerable renovation.
Every Saturday afternoon during October
and November found us putting our tal-
ents to work in the form of painting, clean-
ing, and supervising.
Fraternity members and their guests as-
sembled at Longwood Estate on December
10 for our first formal banquet. Dr. Lan-
caster was our speaker for the occasion.
The senior dance was held the same eve-
ning, and we continued our festivities in
the college gym. Our chapter room was
dedicated with an open-house party at in-
termission. That was a happy evening for
all of us.
We held our first pledging and initiation
ceremonies in January; the new members
were officially welcomed as brothers on
February 7. Our new brothers are the fol-
lowing: Lester Trout, Forest Pillow, Walt-
er Slusher, Harold Grifiin, Eric Robinson,
and John Peace.
All of us feel that our first year was a
success; we are looking forward to greater
activities next year and a more purposeful
future as brothers in Tau Theta Pi.
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Senior Personalities
From a list of names submitted by an unbiased committee, the follow
ing girls were chosen by the student body on the basis of outstanding leader'
ship and personality:
HELEN AGNEW
President of the Student Body
BETSY GRAVELY
President of the Senior Class
CHARLOTTE K. JONES
Editor-in-Chief of the Virginian
ANN LYNCH
President of the Athletic Association
ROMINE MAHOOD
President of Alpha Kappa Gamma
VIRGINIA SPENCER
President of the Young Women's Christian Association
^e^ ^^4te(iA
6et^ ^na(Acicf
cAanCotte 4. ^p^te^
^z^m i<f(tc^
^u^mitte (ft^A<^<^
(Avt^^cKca ^^^eacen.
Top: Wilson
Center: Caskey, Jackson
Bottom : Reames
Circus Court
liVERY October, Alpha Kappa Gamma sponsors our annual Circus. Each class
elects a representative whose name is kept secret until she is presented that night. This
year, the senior class chose Betsy Wilson as Queen; the juniors, Maria Jackson; the
sophomores, Barbara Caskey; and the freshmen, Sylvia Reames.
Betsy Gravely
Sl'E BrL WEAKER
AxN' Lynch
Ann Kemp
Katherine Hamlet
Fr^n( rs MiNTiR
Syivi\ Reams
Charlotte; Wieliam
Margaret Steele
Isaac Velasquez
Anne Motley
Anne Murphy
Peggy Jones
BAN RiDENOUR
Frances Turner
Margaret Taylor
MAY DAY
Charlotte King Jones
May S^ueen
RoMiNE Mahood
Maid 0/ Honor
Senior Statistics
ACUEE. MARV MAXWELL: Student Governnic
1. 2, 3, J; YWCA 1. 2. 3. i; AA 1. 2, 3,
HILOXNADE Staff 3, 4; Alpha Phi Sigma 1, 2, Vi
rptarv 4 ; Baptist
Council 2. 3,
Norther 1 Neek f
rorti-r
:
Cniritn
Kvpnr,, 1 ( iv
>-liip 1, 2,
ADAMS, ANDREA JOAN: Student G(
2, 3, 4: YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1. 2. 3. 4: Asso-
cation of Chiklhoud Education 3. 4; Dramatic Cluh
1, 2: Weslcv Foundation 1, 2. 3. 4, Vice-Tresident
4; College Chiir 1, 2, 3. 4; Madrigals 3, 4.
ADAMS. .IO>CE BRADDUS: Student Cnv.rnn^.nt
I. 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1. .', ::, 4; \.m,-
ciat on of Chi'dhooJ Education 3. 4. \ :. . ri.-ii.iii
4: Future Teachers of America 4; H.iiiii Mil, in
Union 1, 2, 3, 4; Richmond Cluh 2, ;;, 1. t,.ll. -e
Choir 1. 2. 3. 4: Madrigals 3, 4.
AliNEW, HELEN MacLEAN: Student Covcrnment
J. 2. 3, 4, Secretary 3, l'r.-=i'|piit 4: YWr^ \ l -' :<
4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4: (lii^- s,., ,..,,„> i. > \||ji;lM\\
Staff 2, 3, Managin.s; I hi-: ; ^ni.l, i,i >i,inl,,i,|- i;
Kappa Delta l*i 3, 4: \l|Li rin ^i-mi I. _' . \l)4i,i
Kappa (iauima ::. 4. ^, miIih I; I! i Ui •llinni 2,
3. 4; r hii l-r-ilni, I ; S|,,ii„.li club 1, 2, 3; IL.O
CIrl, •, : I, \M,,,-- Wli,, ;; , ,,11,1..,. Choir 1; Alpha
SifTiiu \l|,l , I, ' ;. I I ,,ii|ii,„, Club 1, 2. 3, 4;
rresi,l,,nl' ii, 11 1; ( hi,
ATKINSON. MARTHA BOLLING: Student G,«-
ernment 4: YWCA 4; AA 4; Transferred from short
er Colleie 4.
ATKI.NSON. SHIRLEY LKE- Suirtcnt Guvrnuunt
1. 2, 3. 4: YWCA 1. 2. 3. 4: AA 1. 2. 3. 4; COL-
ONNADE Staff 2, 3, 4 : Pi D.dta Eosilon 4 ; <oni.
mercial Club 1. 2. 3, 4.
BAILEY. GEoHtilA LOIISE: Student GoVHrnnieiil
1. 2. 3. 4; YWCA 1. 2, ;:. 4: AA 1, 2, :;. 4: 'IIIK
VIUCINIAN Stalf :1, 1, luisi,,, >- Miinii,- ,- ) Mil,;,
BAKER. BETTY LOIS: Student Government 1. 2
3, 4; VWCA 1. 2, 3, 4; \A 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Gamm:
Mu 4; French Club 1, 2; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
BARBER, BILLIE .lANE: Student Go
3, 4; YWCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; House Council i;
Beorc Eh Thorn 3, 4; Spanish Club 2. 3; Dramatic
Club 2, 3; Weslev Foundation 2. 3. 4: Eastern Shore
Club 2, 3, 4; Transferred from Robert K. Lee .hini.ir
College 2.
BAUSERMAN, HILDA MARIE: Student Govennnent
1, 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Kappa
Delta Pi 3, 4; Alpha Phi Sigma I, 2; Future Teach-
ers of America 3. 4.
BEDINGER, ALMA PORTERFIELD: Student Gov-
ernment 1, 2. 3, 4: YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
4; Hou.se C.umcil 3, 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4. Vice-
President 4; Alpha Phi Sigma 1, 2: Future Teachers
of America 3, 4.
HlDlll.KI
Tea(-li, i'- ,',i
Mon,,i;.nii I
Alpha s,,,r,n
3. 4: Irans
ANN CAREY: Student (iovern-
:;. 4; AA 3, 4, Council 4; Future
I 4; Northern Neck Club 3. 4;
Hocke.v Team 3, 4, Captain 4;
:i. 4, Secretary 4; Cotillion Club
roni Stratford College 3.
MLOXTON, SHIRLEY VIRGINIA: Student
eriunent 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4 ; AA 1,
4; House Council 2; COLONNADE Staff 3. 4;
matic Club 1, 2; Monogram Club 4; Inter-Vr
Christian Fellowship 2, Vice-President 2.
IIRADSHAW. Cl.AlDIA I'Mll-ritl-; siu
HREWBAKEH, MARGARET SUE: Student l
rrnnient 1. 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1. 2
4. C.nmcil 2, 3, Vice-President 4; Class Treasurel
Alpha Kappa Gamma 4; Future Teachers of Ame
3. 4: Monogram Club 3, 4; Basketball 2. 3;
Kappa Sigma 2, 3. 4; Pan-Hellenic Council 4, Pi
l.nt 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Blazer Aw;
I'nsidenfs Council 4; Chi.
ISRISENTINE, DOROTHY MAE: .Student Gov
m.,nt 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2
4; Home Economics Club S, 4.
BRYANT. PEGGY LEE: Student Governm,
2. 3. 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
elation of Childhood Education 3, 4; Dramati(
1. 2. 3, 4; College Choir 1, 2, 3, 4.
Ed
BUNTING. IRENE CAMPBELL: Student Govern-
t 4; YWCA 4; AA 4; Association of Childhood
cation 4; Transferred from Roanoke College 4.
BURNETTE. ANN McGULRE: Student Government
1. 2, 3. 4, Council 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2,
3. 4: Class Treasurer 4; Alpha Kappa Gamma 4;
Granddaughters Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1;
Tonn Girls Club 1, 2, 3, 4: College Choir 3; Theta
Sigma Upsilon 2, 3, 4.
BL'TTERWORTH. HARRIET BOLLING: Student
Government 1. 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2,
3, 4; Kappa Delta J'i 3. 4; Future Teachers of
America 3, 4; Dramatic Club 1, 3, 4; Richmond
Club 3, 4: Commercial Club 1, 2. 3, 4; College
Choir 1, 2; Zeta Tau Alpha 1, 2, 3, 4, lYeasurer 3;
Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
CALVO, DENNISE RH'ERA: Student Government
1, 2, 3. 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4, Cabinet 1, 2, 3, 4;
AA 1, 2. 3, 4: ROTUNDA Staff 2; Spanish Club 1,
2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchesis 2, 3, 4.
CARTER, MILDRED CATHERINE: Student Gov-
ernment 1, 2, 3. 4; YWCA 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
4: House Council 1, 2; ROTUNDA Staff 1, 2, 3, 4;
COLONNADE Staff 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Pi
Gamma Mn 3, 4; Pi Delta Epsilon 3, 4; Alnha Phi
Sigma 1, 2; Baptist Student Union 1, 2.
CLARKE. ANN SHIRLEY': Student Government
1. 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Asso-
ciation of Childhood Education 3, 4: Future Teachers
CARSON, .lESSIE: Student Government 1, 2. 3.
4, Council 2; Y'WCA 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2. 3, 4;
President Dav Students 2. 4; Orchesis 4; Monogram
Club 4.
CONNELLY. HELEN LOUISE: Student Govern-
ment 1. 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2. 3, 4: AA 1. 2, 3, 4;
ROTUNDA Staff S, 4. \,li. t i i-ihl' Manager 3, 4,
Business Manager 4: in|i.s\\|i|- staff 2. 3; Pi
Delta Epsilon 4; Southv.-i \ii-iii.i ( lub 4; Kappa
Delta 2. 3. 4, Vice-Pr. -i,!, nl :.- i'l.-sident 4; Pan-
Hellenic Council 4; Cotillion Club 2. 3. 4; Head of
Chapel Committee 2; Representative for College to
-Vssociation for the Advancement of Engineering.
Charlie and that eternal bell
Well, just between you and me t be Saturday night.
COOK, JOHN RANDALL: Stu.knt Govornnicnt 1.
2, 3, i; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Kappa Deltu Pi 3. 4; Beorc
Ell Tliorn 3, 4, I'resident 4; Pi (iiliniiia Mu 4.
CREGER, MARY FRANCES: Stmlt-nt Government
1, 2, 3, 4; VWCA 1, 2, '.i, 4; AA 1. 2, :i, 4; Future
Teaeliers of America 3, 4; Drain;ilic i'lub 1; Soutli-
west Virginia Cluli 4, President 4; H.O Clul) 3, 4;
Zeta Tau Alplia 1, 2, 3, 4, 'lYeasurer 4; Cotillion
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Campus Committee 4.
CRITZEK, MINI A IKU'KINS Siu.lrnt Covern-
ELMORE, WILTON SHAPARD: Student Govern-
ment 3, 4; AA 3, 4; Monogram Club 3, 4; Basket-
ball 3, 4; Tennis 3, 4; Tau Theta Pi 3, 4, Vice-
President 3, 4; Transferred from St. Helena Exten-
sion of William and Mary 3.
EVANS, MILDRED LIVLNGSTON: Student Gov-
ernment 1, 2, 3. 4; VWCA 1. 2. 3. 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
4; COLONNADE Staff 2; Alpba Sigma Alpha 1. 2.
3, 4, Secretarv 3, 4; Cotillion Club 1. 2. 3, 4, Sec-
letarv-Treasurer 4.
firiT, FRANCES BURTON: Student Govern-
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
hi Sigma 1, 2; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Pi
-Mu 3, 4; Weslev Foundation 1, 2, 3, 4.
GUTTERMAN. HARRIETT: Student Government
. 4; \WC.\ 3. 4; AA 3, 4; Spanish Club 3. 4-
ransferred from Norfolk Division of William and
[I.\.MII,T(IN. ItUTlI JONES Student Govemnient
1. 2. :',. 4; VWCA 1, 2, :J, 4; AA 1, 2, 3! 4
1 "/'i,'-'']'; ,f!;t™^ ,''OYCE: student Governn.ent
ROTUNDA Staff 1, 2: COLONN.\DE StaH 3.' "'
3 "' Wci'^f-?'^?! ^'"'ES: Student Govermnent
1' R„}i,^l A^ ^-*,^' *• COLONNADE Staff 3.
r,',J'"|l"'.'',\"i'™,S"..-': «tu.l,.nt Standards 4: P
CROWDER, MARY MINTA: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4. Council
3, 4, Treasurer 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; .\lpha
Kappa Gamma 3, 4, Vice-President 4: Future Teach-
ers of America 3, 4; Conmiercial Club 1, 2, 3, 4,
Vice-President -1; Monogram Clul> 3, 4; Basketball
2, 3, 4; Pi Kappa Sigma 1, 2. 3, 4, President 4;
Pan-Hellenic Council 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
DARLINGTON, FRANCES: Student Government
2, 3, 4; YWCA 2. 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; Latin Club 2:
TVansferred from Madison College 2.
itudent Government
V 1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha
lul) 1,2; Dramatic
i 1, 2, 3, 4; Com-
Phi Sigma 1,2;
Club 1, 2; Bapl
mercial Club 3,
Dn'ERS, JUNE MARIE: Student Government 1, 2.
3, 4; YWCA 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2. 3, 4; House
Coimcil 3; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Pi Gamma Mu 4:
Alpha Phi Sigma 2 ; Future Teachers of America 4
;
Spanish Club 1,2; Canterbury Club 3, 4.
DUMA, EDITH FRANCES: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; COLON-
NADE Staff 3. 4. Managing Editor 3, Editor-in-Chief
4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4 ; Alpha Phi Sigma 2; Beorc
Eh Thorn 3. 4; French Club 2, 3; Canterbur.v Club
3, 4; Orchesis 2, 3, 4, Secretary-Treasurer 4; College
Choir 1.
DUNFORD, DOfiO'niY ANNE: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Wesley Foundation 1. 2, 3, 4, Council 2, 3, 4: Inter-
Varsitv Christian Fellowshiu 1, 2; House Council 2;
Alpha' Phi Sigma 1, 2; Richmond Club
retary-T 4: Mo Club 4; Cotillion Club
DUVALL, EDITH VIRGINIA: Student G^
1, 2, 3, 4; Y'WCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; J H
VIRGINIAN Staff 3, 4; Alpha Phi Sigma 1, 2: I
Gamma Mu 3, 4, President 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4
Pi Delta Epsilon 3.
EGERTON, HELEN WILLIAMSON: Student Go
ernment 1. 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; .A.4. 1, 2, ;
4, Council 4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Mtun
gram Club 4; Orchesis 8, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3; 1
Kappa Sigma I, 2. 3, 4, Vice-President 4; Cotillio
Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
F.\RMER, JEAN LIVINGSTON: Student Go
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; Y'WCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, :
Granddaughters Club 1, 2; Orchesis 1, 2, 3, 4;
ma Sigma Sigma 3, 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, :
President 4.
:i.\
'
3, 4
:;, I; \\.-l,\ I'.iii
\ irsmia CUib 4; II
Theta Sigma Upsilo
FOREMAN, JUNE: Student
YWCA 1, 2, 3, Cal 1 1. ::. -
3; House Council _ . \.-
cation 3; Futur.' 1 t.. 1- 1
Foundation 1, 2. ::. -M<r. i,ii\
Sigma Upsilon 1, 2. 3. Vice-Pi
GILLIE. NANCVE LOUISE: Student Government
.
2. X. 4: YWCV 1. 2. :l. 4: ^\ 1. 2, 3. 4, Council
,
:i, 4: c ,,i,n,i.i, i.il ( I. ill •': II 11 ilul. .;. 3, 4, Presi-
111 4 . M -i.ini I hil. ::, 1
.
11. m ^.v^ 1. 2, 3, 4;
l|i|i.i
--i-iiM Mi.h.i 1. J. .:. 1. \ I'resident 4;
opho
GILLS, HUTU E. : Student Go
YWCA 1, 2. 3, 4; AA 1, 2,
Class 3: House Council 3. 4
Future Teachers of America 4
Tnment 1, 2, 3. 4;
I, 4; Secretary of
Vice-President 4;
Commercial Club
OILMAN, JEANNE MARIE: ,Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; RO-
TUNDA Staff 3, 4, Art Editor 4; Pi Delta Epsilon
4; Dramatic Club 2, 3, 4; H2O Club 2, 3, 4, Co-
Chaimian Pageant 3, Secretarv-Treasnrer 4; Zeta
Tau Alpha 2, 3, 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
AA 1, 2, 3
Vice-Presidt
4; Student
2. 3. 4: Who'
il
4, Council 2, 3, 4, Tennis Manager
nt of Class 1, President of Class 2,
standards 4; Alpha Kappa Ganmia 3,
H.,0 Club 2, 3, 4: Monogram Club
Who 4; Hockey 2, 3, 4; Pi Kappa
4 Vi.e-l'T,.sid..nt 3; Cotillion Club
\ < .'iiM I: H!,i I [ Award; Freshtuan
!: II-
.
I.' iii-.e 2; "Best Rat";
'
1 I iKin Commission 1;
H-ART, NELLIE ESTELLE: Student Govenunent
I. 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; \A 1 > ? 4- niiTUNDA
.Staff- 2, 3; Alpha Phi 'sigma l,-2 Pi DeUa
?fFr?„.h'r./v-^''°,™n^'™ "' Childhood Education4; i-rench Club 1, 2, Treasurer 2.
., "•^Y'\'?,\,V'^''®"^ ALICE: Student Government 1,
Frt.t.,;' \ \ ^-J- '\- *• -Association of ChildhoodEducation 3, 4: Wesley Foundation I, 2 3 4-
College Choir 1, 3, 4.
HAYES RENA MAE: Stuilent Government 1, 2,
;; i-' } h-^ ^' I- ?• '• -'^-^ 1' ''• 3. i: ROT'UNDAStaff 2; Kappa Delta Pi 4 ; Pi Gamma Mu 3 4
Vice-President 4: Orchesis 4; Choral Club 1.
HENDERSON. NANCY DILLARD: Student Gov-
ernment 2, 3, 4: YWCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3 4- Oriud-
daughters Club 2, 3, 4; Home Economics Club 2, 3,
4; Zeta Tau Alpha 3, 4; Cotillion Club 2, 3, 4-
Transferred from Virginia Intermont College 2.
HIOGS, AIARIAN VIRGINU: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; .\A 1, 3, 3, 4, Council
3. 4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Monogram
Club 3, 4, President 4; Orchesis 1, 2, 3, 4; College
Choir 1, 2; Pi Kappa Sigma 4; Cotillion Club 2, 3,
4; Co-Chairman May Day 4.
HODGES, ELOISE DEVIERS: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3; Y'WCA 1. 2. 3, Cabinet 3; AA 1, 2,
3; Association of Childhood Education 2, 3; French
Club 1; Canterbur.v Club 1, 2, 3. President 3; Delta
Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, President 3.
HOOVER. PEGGY- DEE: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4: AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Kappa
Delta Pi 3, 4; Future Teachers of America 3. 4,
Vice-President 4; Dramatic Clld) 1, 2, 3; Baptist
.Student Union 1, 2, 3, 4. Vice-President 3; Inter-
Varsitv Christian Fellowship 1, 2, 3, 4. President
4; College Choir 2. 3, 4.
HUCKSTEP. GERALDINE CHALMERS: Student
Government 1. 2, 3, 4; Y^VCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1, 2,
3, 4; Future Teachers of America 4; Commercial
Club 1. 2, 3, 4.
JOHNSON, MARY ELIZABETH: SUdtiit Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 1; YWCA 1, 2, 3. i; AA 1. 2, 3, i;
THE VIRGINIAN Stuff 2, 3, J; ROTUNDA Staff 3;
Beorc Eh Thorn 3, 4; Association of Childhood Edu-
cation 3, 4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Dra-
matic Club 2; College Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Cotillion
Club 3, 4.
JONES, BETTY J.: Student Government 1, 2, 3,
4; YWOA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer of
Class 1; Secretary of Class 4; ROTUNDA Staff 3;
ObmmerciaL Club 1, 2, 3, 4, President 4; Sigma
Sigina Sigma 3, 4, Treasurer 4; Cotillion Club 1,
2, 3, 4. ..J
JONES, CHARLOTTE KING: Student Go
1, 2, 3, 4; Y'WCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; THE
VIRGINIAN Staff 3. 4, Editorin-Chief 4; Alpha Phi
Signui 1. 2. I'nrivsi liTi^- S.m r.tary -2: Aljilin Isiil'pa
Chuir 1, 2. :i, 4; Macli igal> 2, ;;. 4; SigUia Siglija
Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4, Corresponding Secretary 3; Cotil-
lion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; May Court 1, 2, 3, 4, Queen 4;
Student Standards 4.
JONES, CHARLOTTE SEARS: Student Govern-
ment 2, 3, 4; YWOA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; Asso-
ciation of Childhood Education 4 : Zeta Tau Alpha
2, 3, 4; Cotillion Club 2, 3, 4; Transferred from
Westhampton College 2 ; Assistant Dining Room
'^
' 4; Chairman of Assembly Program 3.
\ \ \ I ; II CIIKN
JOYNER, MARGARET PAGE: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1. 2, 3, 4;
Baptist Student Union 1, 2, 3, 4, Executive Council
4; Beorc Eh Thorn 3, 4, Vice-President 4.
Krill', \\\ I.lTI'IlFOItH- student G.ivmm'eiit
Clul. 1, .:. II"" rlub 2. :;, l. AIi.1j.i Sigi.ia Alph.i 1,
2, 3, 4, Vicc-1'residcnt 3, President 4; Pan-Hellenic
Council 3; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; May Court 4.
KITCHEN, 5IAHTIIA DALTON: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
House Council 1: ROTUNDA Staff 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi
Delta Epsili.n 4: llran.atic Club I, 2; Baptist Stu-
dent Union 1; Commercial Club 1. 2.
KL.\K, DELORES: Student Goveiniru-ul 4; YWCA
4; AA 4; Transferred from Norfolk llivisi,.u of ^Vll-
liam and Mary 4.
LANKFORD, LILLIE VIRGINIA: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Association of Childhood Education 3, 4, President
4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Canterbury
Club 1, 2, 3, 4,
LEWIS, HILDA ELLEN: Studen
4; Y"WCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; H.O Club 3, 4; Orchesis
3, 4; Hockev 4; Sigma Sigma Sigma 3, 4; Cotillion
Club 3, 4; CoCliairman of Mav Dav 4; Transferred
from Madison College 3.
LYNCH, ANNE FOSTER: Student Government 1,
2, 3. 4, Council 4; YWCA 1. 2. 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4,
Council 1. 2. :;, 4, S.-iretarv :i. I'lesi.lent 4; ROTI'S-
Hocl:e> I
;
I'l Kuiij.j Si-ui., J, ::. I: \ I'lrsnlrui
Pan-Helleuic Council 3; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, -I:
May Court 4; Blazer Award; Chi.
LYON, ,IANE HUNTER: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; ^\^( A I, 2, 3, 4; .iA 1, 2, 3, 4; THE
VIRGIN! \\ --,,,11 2: Student Standards 2, 3, 4;
Graiii[il,Hit:li(r 1 - (lull 1; Home Economics Club 1, 2,
3, 4: /rl.i l;iu \lplui 1, 2, 3, 4, President 4; Co-
tillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; May Day Committee 3.
McCOMBS, JO -\NN: Student Government 3, 4;
YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; COLONNADE Staff 3: Wes-
hv Foundation 3, 4; Home Economics Club 3, 4;
llnliesis 3, 4; College Choir 3; Transferred from
A\erett College 3.
McMULLAX, M MiV A N \ K Slu-I.i >,.rnment
1, 2, 3, 4; 1 \M \ I, -', :;. J ; \ \ I. J. ::. I: Kappa
Delta Pi 3. 1: I'l i.;niiui.i Mm .:, I. Ii, usurer 4:
Future Teacberv ,,| A tici :'.. 1; S|N,ui^ll Club 1, 2,
3, 4, Presidcul 4; Clioral Club 1; Aliilia Signui
Alpha 1, 2, 3, 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Alplia
Phi Sigma 1, 2.
M. Ill' K, KM/, M'.iri II
:!, I,
(
'.,1 1 .;. I : N \\
"1 ""
t 1,
:;. 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
.;; \lilj,( K.ippa Gamma 4;
il Kilu, iili.uL 3, 4; Future
4; Richmond Club 2, 3, 4;
2, 3, 4, Treasurer 3, Presi-
rncil 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2,
1, Vice-President 1;
Chi.
MAHOOD, ROMINE CAMP: Student Govermnent
1, 2. 3, 4, Council 3, 4, Vice-President 4; YWCA 1,
2, 3, 4; iVA 1, 2, 3, 4, Council i; lYeasurer of
class 1; Vice-President of class 2; THE VIRGINIAN
Staff 2, 3, Assistant Business Manager 3; Alpha
Ka)>pa Gamma 3, 4, President 4; Pi Delta Epsilon
I; S|,:inMi <'liili 2: MnThiaraui rlul. :;. 4; Who's
«lh, I, Clriiil ( lnl> 1; Cill,-,. Clmil I. Vnllevball
( .il.i.iih .;; li.i^Krili.ill :. 1; Miili.i suruM Alpha 1,
1. .',. \: n ( luh I. 2, :>. I. Mm> Cuort 3, 4,
Mai. I 111 Honor 4; Chi.
MAT-rOX, JESSIE .JOYCE: Student Government
1, 2, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 4; A.\ 1. 2, 4; Future Teach-
ers of .\merica 4; French Circle 2; Baptist Student
Union 1, 2, 4; Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 1,
2, 4; College Choir 1, 2, 4.
MEREDITH, MARY' LEIGH SluJ.iil Cn.ii ut
1, 2, :t, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; \x 1, ', :, I: l:o
TUNDA St:.))' 1, 2. 3, 4, Co-lvln-t I. I ulnWMIi:
Staff 2: Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Mjih.i K,i|.rii i.,niiui,i
4: Pi Delta Epsilon 3, 4; Ali.lia I'ln Mgiua I. 2;
Future Teachers of America 3, 4; French Circle 2;
Who's Who 4; Kappa Delta 3, 4; Journalism Club 2.
MILROY, MARGARET ROBERTSON: Student Oov-
irnment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
4; Mouse Council 3, 4; Future T'eachers of America
4; Home Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
MINTER, DONA FRANCES: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Future
Teachers of America 4; Dramatic Club 1; Commer-
cial Chih 1, 2, 3; Alpha Sigma Alpha 1, 2, 3, 4;
Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; May Court 1, 3, 4.
14'2
MOODY, JACQUELINE ANN: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-
rn-sideut of Class 4; House Council 2, 3, Secretarv
:;: M.ilia I'lii s-iiM 1, 2; Spanish Club 1, 2; Dra-
uLilM .1nl. 1: 1 ..iiirnercial Club 2, 3, 4; H5O Club
::. 1. ( .ilUL:r (1 1, 3; Alpha .Sigma Alpha 2, 3,
) : Cilillinii ( Inl. I, 2, 3, 4.
NEWMAN, FRANCES GRRALDINE: Student Gov-
crment 1, 2, 3; YWCA 1, 2, 3; .\A 1, 2, 3; House
Council 3; THE VIRGINIAN Staff 3: Weslev Foun-
dation 1; Commercial Club 1, 2; Alpha Sigma Tau
1, 2, 3, Tre
NORMAN, ANNE L.: Student Government 1, 2, 3
; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha Vh
ignia 1,2; French Circle 3, 4; College Choir 1.
ORANGE, .IAMI>
1. 2. 3, 4, C il
1, 2, 3, 4, ('..nil. il
I'lii Sigma 1; I '
3,4 Co-Captain 4;
j.l.iit Government
President 3; AA
. Ita Pi 4; Alpha
:!, 4; Basketb.all
i, 4, President 4.
PALMER, MARY REDMAN: Student Govermnent
I. 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Asso-
eiatioii of Chihlhood Education 4; Future Teaciiers
(if America 4; Weslev Foundation 1, 2, :>,. 4; North-
. ru Neck Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
PEERY, PEGGY AILEENE: Student Government
I, 2, 3, 4; YWC.V 1, 2. 3. 4; .\ A 1, 2, 3, 4; THE
VIRt;lMAX Staff 1. 4; IWTUXUA Staff 1, 2, 3, 4:
COLONNADE Staff 2, :!, 4, Student Standards 4; Pi
Delta Epsilon 4; Wesley Foundation 4; Southwest
Virginia Club 4, Secretary 4; Commercial Club 2,
3, 4; Pi Kappa Sigma 2, 3, 4, Treasurer 4; Cotil-
lion Club 2. 3, 4,
PETTS, HELEN VIRGINIA: Student Government
I, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4: AA 1, 2, 3, 4; French
Circle 1; Southwest Virginia Club 4.
PIFER, VIRGILIA I.: Student Government 1, 2,
3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; ROTUNDA
Staff 3, 4: COLONNADE Staff 3; Granddaughters
Club 1, 2; College Choir 1; Kappa Delta 3, 4; Pan-
Hellenic Council 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Busi-
ness Manager 4.
PITTARD, EMMA MAE: Student Go
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; .Y.\ 1, 2, 3, 4; House
Council 3, 4, House President 4; ROTUNDA Staff
3, 4; .\lpha Phi Sigma 1, 2; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4,
1"reasurer 4; Dramatic Club 1, 2, 3; Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship 1, 2; Baptist Student Union 1,
2; -\lpha Sigma Tau 2, 3, 4, President 4; Cotillion
Club 3, 4.
POLLARD, LUCILE ROBINSON: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1,
2, 3, 4; House Council 2. :'.. 1. Hou-je President 3,
President 4; Student siMeln.K 1; 1 :r;in. I. laughters
Club 1, 2, 3: Associali"!! .'l ' luMl 1 l.lu.ation 3,
4; Future Teachers of A i I, liiaiii;iiie Club 1;
Riclmiond Club 2, 3, 4; .MuiH,.;r.iui Chil, 1; Orchesis
2, 3, 4; Who's Who 4; College Choir 1, 2, 3, 4;
Madrigals 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma
Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Presidents' Council 4.
POWERS, POLLY HAWKINS; Sttident Govern-
ment 3, 4; YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; ROTUNDA Staff
3, 4, Advertising Manager 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4,
Secretarv 4; Pi Delta Epsilon 4; Cotillion Club 3,
4; Transferred from Montreal College 3.
PlilDOEM, MlKiME DUiN'NAVANT: SUulent Gov-
wnmcMit 1, 2, S; YWCA 1, 2, 3; AA 1. 2, 3; Town
Girls' Club 2, 3.
RAINES, JUNE UAKNELL: Student Ooveiiiin.iil
S, 4; YWCA 3, i; AA 3, 4; COLONNADE Staff 3.
4; Pi Delta Epsilou 4; Transferred from Ave/ott
College 3.
REID, GLORIA .lANIS- Student Gi.vernnieiil 2, 3.
J; YWCA 2, 3, 4: AA 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club i;
Hocl;ey 2, 3: Cotillion Club 4; Transferred from
Norfolk Division of William and Mary 2.
RITCHIE, JUNE E. : Student Government 1, i. 3.
4; YWCA 1, 2. 3, 4; AA 1. 2, 3, 4; Student Stand-
ards 1; H..0 Club a, 4; Monogram Club 3, 4; A plia
Sigma Alpliii 1, 2, 3. 4, Treasurer 3; Cotillion CUm
1. 2, 3, 4; Freshman Commission 1.
ROBERTS, SHIRLEY GRACE; Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3; Y'WCA 1, 2, 3; AA 1, 2, 3; Baptist
StudeTit Union 1, 2, 3, Vice-President 3; Commercial
Club 2, 3.
RODRIGUEZ, EDNA H.: Student Government 1.
2, 3, 4; Y'WCA 1, 2. 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanisli
Club 1, 2, 3. 4; Weslev Foundation 3, 4; <1rcliesis
2, 3, 4; Cotillion Club 2, 3, 4.
SCOTT, HERMAN M.: Student Government 2, 3,
4; .KA 2, 3, 4; Commercial Club 3; Tau Theta Pi 3,
4, Treasurer 3, 4.
SEWARD, MYRTLE JEANETTE: Student Oovi^rn-
ment 1. 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha Phi Sigma
1,2; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Baptist Stu-
dent Union 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 3; Home Economics
Club 1, 2, 3, 4, TVeasurer 3, Piesident 4; Theta
Signui Upsilon 3. 4.
SHAW, LEONARD B.; Student Government 2. 3,
4, Treasurer 4; Honor Council 4; AA 2, 3, 4, Coun-
cil 4, President 4; Spanish Club 4; Tau Theta Pi 3,
1
; Tl-ansferred from Lynchburg College 2.
SHELTON, MARGARET ANN; Student (io\ern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2. 3, 4;
Future Teachers of America 4; Lynchburg Club 4,
President 4; Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Cotil-
lion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 3; Dining Room
Hostess 4; Chi.
SMALLWOOD, LESTER HAMILL, JR.: Student
Government 3, 4, Council 4; .-V.\ 3, 4, Council 3;
ROTUN'DA Stafl' 3, 4. Sports Editor 4; COLONNADE
Staff 3; Pi Delta Epsilon 3, 4; Basketball 3. 4,
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Pi 3, 4; TVansferred from Randolph-Macon College 3.
' SMITH, ELLA SUE: Student Government 3, 4;
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Pi Delia Epsilon
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.rnni.nl 1, 2. 3, 4, Coumil 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4.
S.crctaiy 3, I'rcsidciit 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; THE VIR-
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4; THE VIRGINIAN Staff 3; Future leachers of
America 3, 4; Spani.sh Club ], 2, 3, 4, Vice-I'nsi-
dent 1.
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Union I, 2, 3, 4.
THOMAS, MARY CURTIS: Student Government
2, 3, 4; Y'WCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; House Couticil
4; Baptist Student Union 2, 3, 4; College Choir 2,
S, 1; Miidrigals 4; Transferred from Richnionil I'm-
IVssional llistiliitc 2.
THO.MPSIIN, GRACE ADAIR: Student Govrrniii.iit
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Ihnisr
Council 2; ROTUNDA Staff 2, 3, 4, Circulation
Manager 3, 4; Pi Delta Epsilon 3, 4; Weslei F.mn
dation 1, 2, 3, 4.
THOMPSON, JAMES BEVERLY; Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
ROITJNDA Staff 4; French Circle 3, 4; .Monogram
Club 3, 4; Basketball 3, 4; Tennis 3. 4; Tau Theta
Pi 3, 4.
VELAZQUEZ, ISAAC BARTOLl: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
SpaTiish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman tHuh 1, 2. 3, 4;
.Monogram (iuli 4; Cotillion Club 3, 4; May Court
2. 3, 4.
WALKER, EDITH G.; Student Government 1, 2,
3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; .\A 1, 2, 3, 4; French Cir-
cle 1, 2.
WALKER, PATRICIA LEE; Student Govcriunent
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4, Cabinet 3, 4; AA 1,
2, 3, 4; Treasurer of Class 3; COLONNADE .Staff 4;
Alpha I'hi Sigma 2; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Future
leachiTs of America 3, 4, President 4; Wesley
Fouiiiliition 1, 2, 3; Southwest Virginia Club 4;
Coininercial Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Trea.surer 3; Monogram
Club 3, 4, Secretary-Treasurer 4; l^i Kappa Sigma
3, 4, Corresponding Secretary 4; Cotillion Club 2,
3, 4.
WATKINS, JEAN CARTER; Student Government
2, 3, 4; YWCA 2, 3, 4; AJl. 2, 3, 4; Student Stan-
dards 4; Granddaughters Club 2, 3, 4 ; Future Teach-
ers of America 3, 4; i;-ollege Choir 2, 3, 4, Treas-
urer 3, President 4; Sigma Sigma Sigma 2, 3, 4;
Cotillion Cluh 2, 3, 4; Transferred from William
and Mary 2; .-Assistant Dining Room Hostess 4.
WESTBROOK, VIRGINIA CARTER; Student Gov-
ernment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AjV 1, 2, 3,
4: Griinildiiiiahters cliili 1. 2, 3, 4, President 3;
Fiitiii,- l.iiih.Ts ,,t \iniiii;i I; Spanish Club 2, 3,
4: Ithhin I 1 Int. :!, 1. \ m • I 'I i-sideut 3 ; College
I h,.n 1 . '. ::, I
,
ri lv.i|.].,i ^i-iiia 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec-
irt.iii I , ( .iiiiliMii ( hill I, 1. :;, 4.
WHITE, K.W WRENN; Student Government 1,
2. 3, 4; YWt'A 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Future
Teachers of America 3, 4; Dramatic Club 1; Home
Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
WILLIAJIS, CHARLOTTE LOUISE; Student Gov-
ernment 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4;
AA 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 3, 4; Student Standards 3;
Alpha Phi Sigma 1, 2; Beorc Eh Thorn 3, 4. Sec-
retarv-Treasurer 3. President 4; H..II Club 3, 4;
-Monogram Chin 1; Ih-hrsis 4: si-hm si^,,,, s.mii.i
WH.LI.UIS, ROBERT HUNTER; Student Govern-
eiit 4; AA 4; Monogram Club 4; Basketball 4;
rtiiiis 4; Transferred from Lynchburg College 4.
h- I, 2, 3; Driimatic Club 1,
.
:;. 4; Circus Chairman 2, 3,
IV, 3; Queen 4; Chairman of
l:ii Thorn 4.
WOOD, BILLIE MARIE; Student Government 1,
2, 3; YWCA 1, 2, 3; ROTUNDA Staff 2, 3; Kappa
Delta Pi 3; Granddaughters Club 1, 2, 3; Asso-
ciation of Childhood Education 3; Dramatic Club
3; Kappa Delta 1, 2, 3.
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Third flour Annex Queen and huddie?. This IS a poor life.
Senior Building
Junior Building
1. Peg and the Frosh.
2. "Whatta we praising^"'
3. Hi O Silver!
4. Party, party.
i. Well, Challiee, what's your reaetion?
6. Candidate for What's What.
7. There ARE some who don't wear blue jeans.
146
The Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Senior Class gets capped.
10. Well, what do you want .... Grable?
' mm .
1. Velly solly, Lynch!
2. Dickie and Phillie go collegiate.
?. And where is Rominc?
4. In a hurry, "Mother"?
5. Streamlined—the car, that is.
6. Those sweet, lovable juniors.
7. Nothing like a nice, tight shoe.
8. Hey head!
147
9. Hilda and Van Johnson''
10. Yep. we finally made it!
11. A good way to get cold feet.
1. Chilly? 6. Sonja Kemp.
2. "We lead a dog's life." 7. Society Row celebrates Christmas.
3. Ready, 1-2-3- 8. Which twin has the toni?
4. Look what Ziegfeld missed. 9. Put your best foot forward.
5. The editor asleep on the job, as usual.
148
10. Powers models.
1 1
.
Studyin" hard?
12. "And what was your name again?
1 3. Pat's heart is in plain view.
1. Sleepy-Time Gal.
2. Holding up the tree, girls?
3. Pledge party.
4. Your feet's too big.
1. Oop.s—stuck!
6. Party on post office.
7. That ivory look.
8. Typical Saturday night.
14!)
9. Roasted Richie.
10. Hilda and Marion cut a neat figure.
1 1
.
Hahle usted inglais^
1. Seniors of ?
2. Jeannie, you've got the wrong Agee
3. Maybe it's a flying saucer.
4. 1 don't get this roof deal too well.
5. Home was never like this.
6 Yes sir boys. 1
7 This is how wc got behind 1 1
.
in the annual. 12.
8. Mr. Mac leads the way. l.v
9. The circus conies to town.
150
So this is LongTA'ood! Mmmmmmm!
Stuffed animals, a gal's best friend.
"Well, I don't care what you think!"
"I thought I understood it till she began to ex'
plain it."
1. Our gang.
2. Ah! Le soleil!
3. The balcony scene.
4. Ain't love grand?
5. Philly keeps still a minute for the camera
6. National Smile Week.
7. Taking it easy.
8. Someone got left out.
9. And Egypt thinks SHE has
pyramids!
151
10. Santa Glaus incognito.
1 1
.
Lewd, nude, and attractive.
12. Tea party at Longwood Estate
13. Giddap!
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Lynchburg 40, 93
Harris, Peggy Ann, 420 Church Street,
Emporia 40, 62, 75, 109, 127
Hart, Nellie Estelle, Box 372, Emporia, 25, 83
Harvie, Sarah McElroy, 2939 Brook Road,
Richmond, 44, 46, 86, 88, 91. 93, 104, 121
Hawkins, Audra Rosemae, 204 S. Virginia
Street, Farmville 127
Hawley, Alberta Ellen, Thaxton 40
Hawley, Elsie Alice, Thaxton....25, 83, 93, 96
Haydon, Catherine Challice, 1007 Peachtrec
Boulevard, Richmond 46, 86, 121
Haye", Rena Mae, 214 Northview Avenue.
Norfolk 25, 99
Haynes, Nancy Jean, 921 Myrtle Road,
Martinsville 46, 90, 126, 127
Heichelbech, Lucille Christine, 39 North
Street, Beacon, N. Y. 53
Henderson, Nancy Dillard, Arrington,
25, 89. 118
Hersman, Marv Johnston, 3109 Bute Lane,
Richmond ..' 53, 86
Higgs, Marian Virginia, Toano,
25, 82, 99, 104, 109, 120, 121
Hill, Waverlvn Lucille, 306 E. Indian River
Road, Norfolk .53, 96
Hoback, Dolores Lorraine, 575 Tazewell
Street, Wytheville 40, 65, 87, 88. 115
Hodges, Eloise Deviers, 110 Walnut Street,
Covington 25, 67, 83, 123, 126, 127
Hodges, Jean Thoma", Box 456, South
Hill, 53, 105
Hoffman, Elizabeth Ann, 45 Brookside Ave.,
CresskiU, N. J 47, 98
Holladay, Cleo Call, 219 Cedar Street,
Suffolk 54, 60, 81
Jeannie Eskimo Bishop Say "cheese"
Honeycutt, Lois Orene, Route 1,
Farmville 54, 96
Hood, Elizabeth, 1724 E. Ocean View
Avenue, Norfolk '4
Hood, Marjcrie Elizabeth. 6565 Cottage Toll
Road, Norfolk 40, 109, 117
Hoover, Margaret Dee, 934 Holladay Street,
Portsmouth 26, 82, 93, 94, 97
Home, Doris Ree, Smithl^eld....54, 60, 92, 97
Horton, June O'dcll, 3 541 Grove Avenue,
Richmond 54, 60, 86
Hoskins, Elisabeth Garnett, 116 Linden
Avenue, Lynchburg 54
Huckstcp, Geraldinc Chalmers,
Gasburg 26, 90
Hudson, Ethel Jane, Brays 54, 85, 89
Hud'on, Juanita Joyce, 3319 Oaklawn Ave..
Williamson Road, Roanoke 54, 87, 105
Huegal, John Edward, 651 W. Vine Street,
Lanca.ster, Penn 63, 77, 128
Huff, Nancy Rcid, 3324 Monument Avenue.
Richmond 54, 60, 86
Hughes, Rachel Inez, Mullens. West
Virginia 38, 40. 83
Humphreys, Joye, West Point 40, 89, 125
Humphries, Lucyle Dove, 606 N. Main
Street. Culpeper 40, 121
Hundley, Ann Keith, Boydton 47, 117
Hurst, Iva Jean, Fort Lee 47
Hutter, Harold Heyward, Route 6,
Lynchburg 63, 110, 128
I
Irby, Virginia Grace, Java 54
Islin, Elizabeth Eley, 304 Hurley Avenue,
Hilton Village 50, 54, 60, 92
J
Jackson. Janie Rose, Fmchley 54
Jackson, Maria Ragsdale, 310 Jackson
Avenue, Lexington 40, 68, 69. 76.
77, 88, 92, 114, 115, 137, 154
Jamison, Nancy Lou, Box 12, Forest.. .71, 108
Jenkins, Mrs. Martha Holman, Route 1,
Box 204, Farmville
Jennings, Adrian Ratliff, 55 Malvern Avenue,
Apt. 5, Richmond 54, 86
Jennings, Betty Jo, 126 11th Street, Pulaski,
47, 87, 89, 95
Jester, Sally Frances, 317 Columbia Avenue,
Hampton 54
Jinnett, Jean Ramona, 1615 Vale Street,
Richmond 47, 71, 119
Johns, June Carolyn, 2607 Lincoln Avenue,
Richmond 54, 86
Johnson, Bee, Mountain City, Tennessee.. .26
Johnson, Beverly Ann, Palmyra 54
Johnson, Mary Anne, 529 Locust Avenue,
Waynesboro 47, 122, 123
Johnson, Mary Elizabeth, 205 E. Carolina
Avenue, Crewe 26, 75, 82, 83, 93
Johnron, Mary Win.ston, Box 402, Franklin,
47, 66, 67, 91, 123
Johnston, Elizabeth Ann, 1506 Terrace
Road, Roanoke 54, 87
Jones, Anne Carico, Christiansburg,
44, 47, 87, 92, 119, 152
Jones, Betty Juliette, 103 Park Road,
Suffolk 16. 26, 90, 96
Jones, Betty Louise, Axton 54, 96, 112
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ones, Charlotte King, 306 High Street,
Salem 26, 64, 69, 74, 76, 82.
87, 91, 92, 112, 133, 139
ones, Charlotte Sears, 1625 Mt. Vernon
Avenue, Petersburg 27, 83, 118, 119
ones, Doris Elizabeth. New Canton 54
onef, Margaret Ann, 115 E. Third Street,
Farmville
ones, Margaret Short, 845 W. 49th Street,
Norfolk ^ 54, 138
ones, Sarah Ann, 231 Clay Street,
Suffolk 47, 89, 100, 113
oseph, Mary Frances, Gladstone 47, 98
oyner, Anne Darden, Route 4, Suffolk,
27, 111, 126, 127
Joyncr, Margaret Page, Zuni 27, 78, 88, 97
Karlet, Wanda Jean, 1921 Ravenwood
Avenue, Roanoke.... 47, 87, 89, 113
Karnes, Isabelle Mae. Route ?, Bedford 54
Karr, Mary Moore. 183 3 Warrington Road.
Roanoke 41, 87, 119
Kemp, Ann Litchford, 5004 Evelyn Byrd
Road, Richmond,
27, 82, 86, 108. 116, 117, 138
Kennon, Edith Myrlc, Box 311, Gordonsvillc,
41, 104, 105, 106, 109
Key, Moneda Early, 1222 Fauquier Avenue.
Apt. 25, Roanoke 54
Kile, Sonia Saavcdra, 4628 Woodland Ave..
Drexel Hill. Penn 47, 89, 123
King. Mary Anne, Rescue 54, 81
Kitchen, Martha Dalton, 222 Cedar Street,
Suffolk 27, 69
Kitts, Elizabeth LaVenia, Tazewell 54, 87
Klak, Dolores Mane, 8246 McClay Street,
Norfolk
Koch, Elleanor Gage, 2120 Nelson Street,
Richmond 55, 97, 105
Korbach, Jerline Adell, 1356 WiUoughby Bay
Avenue, Norfolk 41, 83, 121
Kreienbaum, Claire Virginia, 127 West End
Boulevard, Emporia — 55
Kreienbaum, Jean Rainey, 317 Jefferson
Street, Emporia 47, 113
Kunkler, Donna Maria, 405 26th Street,
Virginia Beach 119
L
Lackey, Tula Jacquelyn, 322 Cherry Avenue,
Hampton 47
Lacy, Nina Ruth, R. F. D. 6, FarmviUe
41, 77, 88, 95, 115
Lamb, Ann Dinsmore, Warsaw 41, 85
Lambert, Mary Lee, South Hill 55
Lancaster, Natalie Langhorne, Wardensville,
West Virginia .....47
Lankford, Lillie Virginia, R. F. D., Jarratt,
27, 82, 83
Gossip at Harry's
Latimer, Katherine Beale, Townsend 55
Lawrence, Anne Rowlette, 512 N. First
Avenue, Portsmouth ...41
Lawrence, Nancy Worth, Route 1, Box 198,
Suffolk 47, 92
Leatherman, Sarah Catherine, 609 Tennyson
Avenue, Winchester 95
Lee, Patricia Ann, 1034 Hanover Avenue.
Norfolk 47, 73, 93, 119
Leffel, Carolyn Marie, 812 Red Lane,
Salem 55, 71, 87
Lewis, Hilda Ellen, 922 22nd Street,
Newport New,« 28, 99, 108, 112
Lewis, June Rayzelle, Wellville ^"y
Lewis, Mildred Wesson. Stony Creek. ...47, 93
Lively, Jane Branch, R. F. D. 2, Broad Street
Road, Richmond 47
Livcsay, Shirley Clarewood, 423 Southampton
Road. Emporia,
41, 62, 104, 105, 109. 111. 117
Lonas, Dolly Virginia, 517 E. Quarry Street,
Manassas
Loving, Patricia Ann, Blue Ridge School,
St. George ...55
Lucy, Nellie Harman, Dolphin 55
Lumsden, Mary Anne, Blue Ridge 47, 87
Lusk, Carolyn Clark, Galax 41, 87, 121
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Lynch, Anne Foster, Tazewell 28, 64, 65,
67, 76, 102, 103. 104. 105, 106, 107, 109,
120, 134, 138
Lyon, Jane Hunter, 605 Park View, Holden,
West Virginia 28, 65, 89, 118
M
McClintic, Madison Peyton, 413 Second
Avenue. Farmville 41. 63. 128
McClung, Elizabeth Ann, R. F. D.,
Abingdon 55, 87, 89, 92
McCombs, Jo Ann, 7 Seventh Street,
Fieldale 28, 89, 96
McCracken, Ann. 377 Maple Avenue,
Waynesboro 55
Where's your rat cap, Betsy Jean? The long-awaited night
McCready, Katharine Moir, Stuart,
41, 7?. 77, 121
McDonald, Caroline Mae, 2114 37th Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C 47
McElroy, Maxine Watson, Meredithville,
55, 96
McGlothlin, Virginia Gertrude, Box 373,
Richlands 55, SI, 87, 93. 96
McGuire, Margaret Rucker, 4105 Kensington
Avenue, Richmond 55, 86
McLean, Virginia Haniner, 207 Larne Ave.,
Richmond.. ..47, 65, 67, 71, 86. 88, 95, 115
McMullan, Mary Anne, Rapidan,
28, 77, 79, 82, 88, 116, 117
McRec. Ehzaheth Irby, 5610 Grove Avenue,
Richmond,
28, 62, 76, 82, 83, 86, 99, 102, 112
Mahood, Romine Camp, 110 Wert End
Boulevard, Emporia 29, 62, 64, 69, 76,
92, 102, 104, 109, 116, 117, 135, 139
Mallory, Ann Harlan, Ashland 55
Mallory, Jane Carolyn, Elmont 55, 96
Mann, Edna Lucille, 311 Bridge Street,
Farmville 55, 105
Mann. Mary Rebecca, Cypress Chapel,
38. 41, 115, 152
Manning, Peggy Anne. 41 Buxton Avenue.
Newport News 55
Mantiply, Robbie Drummond, Amherst 47
Manvcll. Virginia Hilda, Vienna 48, 94
Marker, Frances Lee, Accomac, 5 5, 84, 92, 96
Marsh. Beverly Jean, 957 Springfield Avenue,
New Providence, N. J 48
Matthews, Bessie Piccola, Kenbridge 55, 92
Mattox, Jessie Joyce, Waverly 29, 93
Meadows, Shirley Gray, Victoria 55
Mercer, Joanne Biscoe, Rehohoth Church,
48, 85, 90, 97
Meredith, Mary Leigh, 501 Virginia Avenue.
Front Royal 29, 64, 69, 76, 77, 114, 115
Michael. Virginia Carolyn, Brodnax....48, 127
Miller. Margaret Francer, 113 E. Main Street,
Front Royal 41, 89, 123
Miller, Mary Frances, Route 5,
Bedford 55, 97
Milroy, Mrs. Margaret Robertson,
Blackstone 29, 89
Mims, Ida Mane, 415 Elm Street, S. W.,
Roanoke 41
Minichan, Harriet Byrd, 104 Eleventh Street,
Pulaski 48, 87, 89, 100, 113
Minor, Louise Warner, Box 1027, University
Station, Charlottesville 55
Minter, Dona Frances, Axton,
29, 82, 100, 116, 117, 138
Missimer, Dorothy Joan, 602 First Avenue,
Farmville 41
En route to science building. Going somewhere''
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Loafing on the sands of time.
1. One of our inmates
2. Betty gets acquainted with Longwood
3. Little gives a big smile
Moody, Ann Langrton, Glen Allen,
41, 90, 91, U4, llf
Moody, Jacqueline Ann, Toano.
16, 29, 90, 108, 116, 117
Moon, Ossie Virginia, Shipman 5?
Moore, Calista Ann, R. F. D. 1,
Moseley 55, 92, 97
Moore, Catherine Burch, Churchview....56, 97
Moore, Margaret Mason, Kings Mountain St.,
York, S. C 56, 68, 105
Moore, Myriam Eugenia, Route 6, Lynchburg
Morton, Lucy Jane Barksdale, 412 Pine St.,
Petersburg 41, 69, 95, 115
Moseley, Anne Carter, 1229 Brighton Road,
S. W., Roanoke .41, 87, 90, 121
Motley, Anne Mitchell, Sharps,
41, 62, 85, 121, 1J8
Motley, Lelia Adrenne, Box 205, Chatham
Murdock, Winifred Mae, 143 2 Rugby
Boulevard, Roanoke 41, 87. 90
Murphey, Madge Augusta, R. F. D. 2,
Warrenton 56
Murphy, Frances Anne, 709 Jefferson Street,
Danville 48, 121, 138
Murray, Diane Elizabeth, Hollins 56
4. King Cole protects Clco
5. What a jackass!
Nelson, Louise Milbourne, McKenney,
56, 92, 96
Nelson, Sue Depew, Modest Town, 41, 83, 84
Newcomb, Jean Howell, 114 Monroe Street,
Charlottesville 56
Newman, Frances Geraldine, South Hill,
30, 75, 122, 123
30Norman, Anne, Chatham
Oakley, Anne, 858 Green Street,
Danville 41, 97
Obcnshain, Roberta Burks, 2446 Montvalc
Road, Roanoke,
48, 62, 67, 87, 90, 111, 122, 123
Oliver, Mary Anna, Meredithville, 48,96, 126
Oliver, Susan Claire, Meredithville 56, 127
Orange, James Edward, 303 Randolph Street,
Farmville 30, 77. 110, 128
Overhy, Carolyn Stokes, 727 Martinsville
Road, Danville 41
Overby, William Irving, Jr., Chatham 110
Owen, Annie Lee, 6602 Woodrow Terrace,
Richmond 48, 97
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6. The new look
7. Bubble, bubble, toil and trouble
P
Page, Elsie Rae, 206 Nelson Street,
Crewe 41, 89, 93
Palmer, Jacqueline, Crystal Hill 56, 89
Palmer, Mary Redman, Tidwells 30, 82, 83
Park, Nancy Farrar, Boydton 41
Parker, Mildred Elizabeth, College Street,
Bedford 56
Parks, Edward Vance, Box 37, Tangier
Parrirh, Marian Duane, 412 Jefferson Street,
Emporia 56
Partridge, Carolyn Eugenia, Branchville,
48, 75, 96, 115
Patterson, Clara Maxine, Wellville 48
Peace, John Leonard, Jr., 600 E. Second
Street, Farmville 56, 110
Pearce, Jean Arvin, 406 Beech Street,
Farmville 56
Peery, Peggy A., Tazewell,
3, 30, 65. 69, 73, 75, 87, 90, 96, 120
Perkins, Patricia Ann, 4103 Patterson Ave.,
Richmond .56, 96
Perkins, Shirley Ann, Route 3,
Virgihna 56, 97
Perkinson, Lucy Jane, 359 Powhatan Street,
Danville 42
Perrow, Anne Douglas, Route 2, Box 117,
Lynchburg 56
Pershing, Joan Marie, 402 Hanover Street,
Fredericksburg 56
Peters, Rachael Elisabeth, Moneta,
42, 105, 106, 109
Petts, Helen Virginia, Pounding Mill. ..30, 87
Piercey, Zella Ins, Meredithville 56
Pifer, Virgilia L, 314 W. Leichester Street,
Winchester, 31, 71, 100, 101, 111, 114, 115
Pillow, William Forest, 501 South Mam
Street, Farmville 56, 110
Pinkard, Janice Fay, 1901 Blenheim Road,
Roanoke 48, 119
Pittard, Emma Mae, Buffalo Junction,
31. 68, 77, 122, 123
Poarch, Erma Ruth, 401 Church Street,
Emporia 42, 103, 104, 109, 115
Pollard, Lucile Robinron, 3116 W. Grace
Street, Richmond 31, 62, 64, 65, 68,
82, 83, 86, 91, 93, 99, 109, 112, 113
Porter, Ellen Marie, Route 2, Box 362-D,
Portsmouth 56, 81, 96
Power, Gay Reynolds, Sycamore 42
Powers, Mrs. Polly Ann Hawkins, Route 1,
Hopewell 31, 69
Puyck, Bernice Trueman, 1200 Williams
Street, Fredericksburg — 56
Price, Alma Jo, 6 Church Street,
Martinsville 42, 97
Prichett, Joan Mays, 1000 College Street,
Bluefield, West Virginia 42, 73, 87, 121
Pridgen, Mrs. Minnie Dunnavant, Charlotte
Court House 31
Purdum, Nancy Celicia, 121 Kenilworth
Avenue, Danville 48
R
Ragland, Peggy Janice, 104 Cabell St., Crewe
Raines, Mrs. June Darnell, 505 Locust Ave.,
Waynesboro 69, 73
Ramsey, Audrey, Alton S9, 106
Ramsey, Frances Anne, Madisonville....42, 127
Reames, Sylvia Lynn, 835 W. High Street,
Petersburg 56, 60, 96, 137, 138
Reed, Dorothy Mae, Burkeville 48
Reed, Nancy Taylor, Chatham 48
Reid, Gloria Jams, Box 140, Lynnhaven 31
Reid, Patricia Ann. Lincoln
Rice, Conway, FishersviUe 42, 113
Richardson, Evelyn Joyce, Howerton,
48, 85, 97, 125
Richardson, Mary Dain, 2822 St. Johns Ave..
Jacksonville, Fla 56
Ricks, Bunnie Dean, Waynesboro,
42, 75, 104, 108, 109, 117
Ridenour, Jean Graham, 3 506l/'2 Park Ave.,
Richmond 3, 38, 42, 86, 104,
105, 106, 108, 109, 113, 138
Ritchie, June Elizabeth, Gresitt.
32, 100, 108, 109, 116, 117
Roberts, Shirley Grace, Holland 32, 90, 97
Robertson, Barbara Ann, 2208 Ross Lane,
S. W., Roanoke 56
Robertson, Betsy Jean, 1600 Early Street,
Lynchburg 56
Robertson, Charlotte Mary, Waldorf,
Maryland 48
Robertson, Geneva Elizabeth, Route 2,
Crewe 57, 81, 96
Robinson, Eric Lloyd, Route 1, Farmville. ...57
Robinson, Mary Elva, 6 Eleventh Street.
Norton . 57
Roby, Barbara Ann, 501 W. Frederick St.,
Staunton 57, 96
1. Shy little Gravely
2. What's your main pane?
3. Roof party after 7:30
4. Hired help
5. You definitely have something the
6. Thirsty, Lis?
Roby, Shirley Grey, 501 W. Frederick St.,
Staunton 57
Rodriguej, Edna Brumilda, 19 Mayor Street,
Ponce, Puerto Rico 32, 96, 99
Rodriguez, Olga, 71 San Vicente Street,
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 42, 98
Ross, Anne Wyche, Route 2,
Lawrenceville 57, 96
Ros:on, Anne Marie, Trevilians 42, 83
Rowe, Mary Julia, Charlotte Court House, 42
Russell, Illene Osborne, 326 E. Kern Street,
Winchester 42, 109
S
Sadler. May Henry, Tazewell.
42, 65, 87, 92, 121
Sandvig, Mary Jean, 802 Henri Road,
Richmond 57, 86
Sanford, Martha Frances, 25 W. Del Ray
Avenue, Alexandria
Sanford, Patsy Waller, 402-A Buffalo Street,
Farmville 57, 105
Saunders, Norma Jean, 110 W. Tennessee
Avenue, Crewe 42, 90, 96
Savedge, Gladys Lucille, Surry 42, 89, 97
Scott, Herman Mason, Farmville 32, 128
Sell, Jacqueline Andrine, 434 England Ave.,
Hampton 57
Seward, Myrtle Jeanette, Elberon,
32, 67, 82, 89, 97, 124
Seymour, Burnice Howard, Pamplin 57
Shaw, Leonard B., 100 N. Belmont Avenue,
Richmond 32, 63, 110, 128
Sheltun, Lillian Elizabeth. Livelv,
48, 85, 89, 96, HI, 125
Shelton, Margaret Ann, 125 Linden Avenue.
Lynchburg.". 33, 61, 82, 102, 112
Shevick, Jerry Joseph, Toms Brook 110
Shorter, Elizabeth Audrey, Darlington
Heights 57
Sinton, Ellen Westwood, Zanoni 57
Slusher, Walker Lewis, 1812 Langdon Road,
Roanoke.
Smallwood, Le:ter Hamill, Jr.,
Boydton 33, 63, 69, 110
Smith, Alice Lavourne, Skipwith 57
Smith, Ella Sue, R. F. D. 1,
Crewe 33, 89, 119
Smith, Faith Jewell, Route 3, Box 239-A,
Suffolk 57
Smith, Helen Cartmell, Amherst,
33, 82, 83, 114, 115
Smith, Jean Sylvia, 615 First Avenue,
Farmville 57
Smith, Marguerite Ellen, Boykins 48
Smith, Mary Brownley, 210 South Street,
Franklin 33, 81, 82, 83, 118
Pmith, Mary Jo, 103 Wildwood Road,
Brentwood, Portsmouth, 42, 69, 71, 77, 119
Smith, Nancy Lee, Willis Wharf ...57, 84
Smith, Regina Mary, 508 Fort Branch Road,
Pearisburg, 33, 64, 69, 76, 78, 87, 114, 115
Smith, Sally Ann, Saxe 34
Smith, Sally Tabitha, 920 24th Street,
Newport News 57, 60, 96
Self-explanatory
Snider, Ruby Estelle, Rockbridge Baths 57
Snow, Fannie Mae, 310 E. Main Street,
Farmville 57
Southall, Betty Lou, Pamplin 57
Southern, Jean Horton, 2526 Westover
Avenue, Roanoke 57
Spencer, Virginia Mildred,
Scottsville 34, 62, 64, 65, 66,
67, 76, 77, 79, 82, 93, 124, 136
Spindler, Judith Tarleton, Box 26,
Hampden-Sydney 48, 121
Spivey, Billie Rose, 423 Jefferson Street,
Emporia 48
Spurlock, Mary Frances, Meherrin 42, 77
Spurlock, Wilma Kathleen, Meherrin 57
Stables, Margaret Alice, Wilson 48
Stanley, Betty Banks, 1805 Canterbury
Road, Roanoke 57, 87
Stansbury, Mary Jane, 208 N. Vine Street,
Richmond 34, 83, 86, 99, 112, 113
Staples, Donna June, 2327 Monument
Avenue, Richmond 34, 83, 86
Steck, Joanne, R. F. D. 1, Box 400,
Fredericksburg 48, 65, 71
Steele, Margaret Ann, 810 Third Street,
Roanoke 48, 87, 138
Steger, Demetra, 241 Raleigh Avenue,
Hampton 57
Stevens, Catherine La Verne, 807 Washington
Street, Portsmouth 34, 78, 88
Stone, Elizabeth Anne, Rustburg,
49, 88, 93, 97, 127
Stoots, Betty Jane, Prospect Height'.',
Pulaski 49, 71, 105
Straw, Mary Ethel, Brookneal 42, 81
Stringfellow, Frances Goode,
Cheriton 42, 104
Stringfield, Dorothy Edwards,
Elberon 58, 93, 97
Supcoe, Mildred Ann, St. Paul 58, 98
Sutherland, Virginia Florence, Sutherland, 58
Sutphin, Ins Dawn, Box 537, Pulaski,
34, 82, 87, 100, HI, 116, 117
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Sutton, Jolene Guinn, Box 456,
South Hill 58, 92, 97
Swihart, Hattie Irene, Annapolis,
Maryland 35, 82, 88
Tanner, Helen Minor, 153 5 West Avenue,
Richmond 49, 86, 88, 115
Taylor, Margaret Odell, 502 N. Broad Street,
Suffolk 49, 80, 113, 138
Taylor, Patricia Ellen, 1201 Brighton Road,
S. W., Roanoke,
49, 73, 87, 96, 111, 122, 123
Terry, H. Kathryn, R. F. D. 1, Paces.. ..35, 82
Thomas, Elizabeth Ann. 845 26th Street,
Newport News 58, 97
Thomas, Frances AUene, 1702 Arlington
Road, Roanoke 42, 87, 89, 123
Thomas, Margaret Gwynn. Atlee,
42, 65, 66, 67, 83, 111
Thomas, Mary Curtis, 885 5 S. Parnell
Avenue, Chicago, 111 35, 91
Thomas, Mattie Maryland, Route 1,
Lawrenceville 58, 96
Thompson, Grace Adair, Kenbridge 35, 71
Thompson, James Beverly, 201 E. Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, Crewe 63, 110
Thompson, Lucille Marie, R. F. D. 4,
Box 224, Vienna 49, 94
Thompson, Marian Meade, Stonewall Apt.
B-5, Danville ^S
Thompson, Marilyn Mertila, Box 683,
South Hill 58, 97
Thrift, Maria Louise, Locust Hill 58
Tick, Jane Lydia, 191-25 35th Avenue,
Flushing, N. Y 58
Tignor, Nancy Elliott, Wicomico
Church 58, 85
Tomlinson, Billie Mae, 4900 Sewell: Point
Road, Norfolk 58, 92, 96
Tomlinson, Martha Dean, Waverly,
58, 91, 93, 97
Toxey, Catherine Yeoman, 2925 Henrico
Street, Norfolk 42, 83
Traynham, Virginia Caroline, 337 College
Avenue, Danville 58, 81, 96
Trent, Laura Mae, Route 2, Gladys 58
Tringle, Kathryn Louise, Dublin 43, 106
Trout, Lester, Route 5, Box 30, Farmville
Tuggle. Mary Patricia, 375 10th Street,
Wytheville,
43, 65. 77, 87, 90, 111, 113, 154
Turner, Frances Elizabeth. Cheriton,
3, 43, 121, 138
Turner, Margaret Watkins, Louisa 43
Tyler, Alice Elizabeth, 1402 Peach Avenue,
South Boston 104, 105, 106
Tyus, Mary Jane, Stony Creek 49
U
Underwood, Dons Elizabeth, Victoria 58
Utley, Joanne Hall. Blackstone 58, 81
V
Van Horn, Jan, 4601 Marvine Avenue,
Drexel Hill, Penna, 49, 89, 113
Vaughan, Dolly Gay, 537 32nd St., Newport
News 58, 105
Velasquez, Isaac, 124 Salud Street, Ponce,
Puerto Rico 35, 109, 138
W
Wade, Mary Page, 712 N. High Street,
Franklin 58, 97
Walker, Ann Carlton, 114 E. Maryland
Avenue, Crewe 49
Walker, Edith Gertrude, Bellamy
Poft Office 35
Walker, Nancy Jane, Hotel Bristol, Bristol,
43, 80, 103, 104, 108, 109, 121, 155
Walker, Patricia Lee, Tazewell St.,
Pearisburg,
3, 36, 67, 73, 82, 87, 104. 109, 120
Walston, Barbara June. Route 2, Hickory, 58
Walthall, Nancy Alice, Alberta,
43, 83, 114, 115
Ward, Letitia, Marionville 58
Warner, Patricia Ann Gray. 2628 Carlton
Road, S. W., Roanoke 43
Watkins, Jean Carter, 304 Battery Avenue,
Emporia 36, 65. 93, 112
o
The Batman and cronies athing beauties Walk much today, Joyce?
Watts, Jean Maxine, R. F. D. 4,
Lexington 43, 125
Webb, Virginia Sue, 231 Martinsville Road,
Danville 49, 104, 105, 106, 121
Webber, Ann Lee, St. Paul 49, 87, 90
Weddle, Eleanor Natalie, 1105 Valley Ave..
S. W., Roanoke....43, 87, 92, 97, 109, 125
Wells, Dollie Catherine, 57 Macon Avenue,
Schoolfield 43
Welsh, Genevieve Lee, General Delivery,
Leesburg 58
Wente, Elsie Anne, 138 Nelron Drive,
Hilton Village 58, 105
Wentz, Virginia Marie, 396 Millwood
Avenue, Winchester 58
West, Sylvia Louise, Nathalie 59, 97
Westbrook, Virginia Carter, 4412 Forest Hill
Avenue, Richmond 36, 93, 120
White, Barbara Helen, 2312 Wychffe Ave..
Roanoke 49, 88
White, Faye Wrenn, Box 228, Bassett, 36, 89
Wiatt, Alice Roberta, Gloucester 59, 105
Wiggins, Janet Margaret, 1811 N. Wakefield
Street, Arlington 49, 96, 71
Wilkinson, Ruth Elizabeth, 2-7 N. Allen
Avenue, Richmond.
Williams, Charlotte Louise, 5308 Dorchester
Road, Richmond 37, 62, 78, 86, 88,
100, 101, 104, 108, 109, 112, 113, 138
Williams, Frances Walker, Blackstone 43
Williams, Robert Hunter, 623 Rose Street,
CUfton Forge 37, 110
Wilmoth, June Lea, 101 Barksdale Road,
Hampton 59
Wilson, Elizabeth Warner, 600 Prince Henry
Avenue, Hopewell,
37, 69, 71, 73, 96, 129, 137
Wilson, Geraldine Elizabeth, Gretna 59
Wilson, Martha Alice, 306 Garden Street,
Farmville 43, 62, 77, 95, 117
Wilson, Martha Miller, Raphine 59, 89
Wilson, Mary Denny, 150 Holbrook Avenue.
Danville 50, 59, 60, 96
Wilson, Peggy Wade, Warsaw 43, 85, 90
Wimbish, Julia Elizabeth, 933 Diamond
Avenue, Rocky Mount 59, 62, 89
163
Wingfield. Lelia Anne, 546 Mountain Ave.,
S. W.. Roanoke 49, 122, 123
Wood, Billie Marie, 623 Riverview Avenue,
Portsmouth ...37, 77, 83, 114
Wood, Cora Jacqueline, Wingina 59
Wood, Nancy Lee, Lovingston 43
Woody, Virginia Dare, Baskerville,
3, 43, 83, 126, 127
Wooldridge, Nancy Carroll,
Rustburg 49, 96, 127
Wooten, Frances Parrott. Route 2. Box 217,
Chester 59
Wright, Marian Amanda. Roseland.
49, 81, 119
Y
Younger, Marilyn Porter, Nathalie 59
Yow, Jo Ann, West Point 3, 43, 117
Z
Zitta, Josephine Lydia, Route 1, Box 162.
Petersburg 4J, 83, 96
Harry's after the movie
General
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Men's Student Government 63
Men's Varsity Basketball 110
Monogram Club 109
Newman Club 98
Northern Neek Club 85
Orchesis 99
Pan-Hellenic Council Ill
Pi Delta Epsilon 69
Pi Gamma Mu 79
Pi Kappa Sigma 120
Richmond Club 86
Rotunda 70
Senior Class 17
Senior History and Officers 16
Senior Personalities 1 JO
Senior Statistics 140
Sigma Sigma Sigma 112
Sophomore Class _ 45
Sophomore History and Officers 44
Southwest Virginia Club 87
Spanish Club 88
Student Standards 65
Tau Theta Pi 128
Tennis Winners 106
Theta Sigma Upsilon 124
Virginian 74
Volleyball 105
Wesley Foundation 96
Westminster Fellowship 95
Who's Who 64
Women's Student Government 62
Women's Varsity Basketball 105
Young Women's Christian Association 66
Zeta Tau Alpha 118
And then there are £ome who go formal Don't let it get you down, Andy
This IS all that was left. You name 'em were tired.
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